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So what if you have to live
with the old fear just a little longer?

(It'll feel even better
when you do get your 415 !)

We recently announced the absolute end of
the old color and black -&-white TV alignment
fear. The end of separate marker generators,
marker adders, sweep generators, and bias
supplies and the beginning of all of them
combined into one fearless instrument - the
B&K 415 Sweep/Marker Generator.

Immediately, we were swamped with orders.
The backlog started piling up.

And, then, to make matters worse (or maybe
better), our bright engineers (in response to
suggestions at Seminars) thought up some
newer and even more sophisticated features
to include in the unit. To make it even more
efficient (without raising the price)!

For example, we added 100 KHz markers to
permit aligning the new automatic fine tuning
in new color receivers. We improved the

marker tilt feature to make markers especially
easy to see. (Trap alignments are easier and
more certain than ever before.) We made the
leads and controls absolutely unaffected by
body capacitance and movement. And, we
now include three bias supplies.

So, if you're still waiting for your 415, be
patient. Even if you do have to live with the
old fear a little longer - think how good it will
feel when it stops.

It won't be long now-the 415 Sweep/Marker
Generators are in full production. Shipments
are being made daily. Check your distributor
to find out when you can expect yours.

Model 415. Net: $349.95.
B&K puts an end to test equipment.
We've developed Silent Partners.

Product of DYNASCAN CORPORATION 1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago, Illinois 60613

. .. for more details circle 104 on postca d
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE 1238
TV Model GEN-137686

EMERSON 1239
TV Chassis 120904,911
GENERAL ELECTRIC 1236
Color TV Chassis H-2

SCHEMATIC NO.

PHILCO-FORD 1235
TV Chassis 19S32
RCA VICTOR 1237
Color TV Chassis CTC38 Series

ZENITH 1240
TV Chassis 14Z38,14Z43

These waveforms were taken with the receiver adjusted
for an approximate output of 2.5V p/p at the video detector.
Voltage readings taken with raster just filling screen and all
controls set for normal picture viewing except for photos 1, 2
and 3 where contrast was at maximum. The voltages given
are approximate peak -to -peak values. The frequencies shown
are those of the waveforms...not the sweep rate of the os-
cillo.cope.

poime~..1 von

I

-A

N'olts p/p,
u0 Hz (max
contrast)

gh 110 Volts p/p, 0 70 Volts p'p,
IP 15,750 Hz 15,750 H7

(max contrast)

50 Volts p/p, 050 Volts pip,
60 Hz 15,01) Hz

 61(015)
p/p,

Hz

O 11 Volts p/p,
15,750 Hz

O 29 Volts p/p,
15,750 Hz

1300 Volts p/p
*total, 120 Volts

p/p, sawtooth,
60 He

1/v

;de
nos

, 011.10.1 wwel

a 2.5 Volts p/p,
w 15,750 Hz

(max contrast)

 70 Volts pip,
60 Hz

40 Volts p/p, 80 \ olts p p,
6U Hz 60 Hz

AN 60 Volts p/p,
w 60 Hz

 15 Volts p/p, 0 9 Volts p/p,
15,750 Hz 15,750 Hz

,r7
W 100 Volts p/p,

15,750 Hz

8 Volts pip,
15,750 Hz

34 Volts p/p,
15,750 Hz

440 Volts p/p, 70 Volts p p, 15.750 cps
15,750 Hz
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Te
COT

TUW5 
GC

-2V 11/110 VOW
 2 w/3140.4L

110

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PHILCO-FORD PART NO.

C48 - 240/240/160/5m f o200v B- (liter 30-2601-33
DI - phase corn ...... 34-8037.1
D2 - 2nd det ........... 34-8022-6D3 - rect silicon ....... .34-8054-7
LI - 180ph plate series 32.4762-7
L-5 - choke 60MHz damp cath 32.4112-62
16-220nh noise inv 32-4762.25
L7 -quad snd det 32.4876-1
L8 - 4.5MHz trap & STO ,,, 32-4688.14
LIO -tuner cplg ,, 32.4652-96
112 - horiz stab 32-4754-3
L14 -41.25MHz trap ,,, 32.4652-80
LI7 - 40MHz trap 2nd det ,,,,,,,, 32-4837-1
118 - video del 32-4852.79
Ni - ret supp 30.6024-9
N3 -vert int 30.6030-12
N4 -horiz osc 30.8057-1
N5 - phase comp 30-6035-2
NEI -iso CRT 30.8058-2
R40 - varistor 560v 10ma 33.1373-6
R83 -1.5t) 7w fil drop 33-1363.134
AOT - audio output 32-10013-6
FC -B filter output 32.10010-11
HOT - horiz output 32-10008-7
VOT - vert output 32-10017-5
VR1 -500K vert size 2/M vert lin 80K

horiz our 315595-8
VR3 - 3K width 33.5820-1
VR4 - 100K bright 33-5623-15
VR5 - 15K contr 33.5623-13
VR6 -150K wen hold 33-5623.14
VR7 -1M on -off vol w/cb 33.5825-8
VR8 -40K horiz hold 33-5623.12

-tuner UHF TT152 76.13827-1
- tuner VHF TT2I5 76-14150.1
- yoke & cable asst 76-12942-14

or 19.ej

, LIR

C44

41,
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021
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LR wM3SA

fenDa
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=iirs3
t

500

1100
530 10 0
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ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER is pub-
lished monthly by Harbrace Publications,
Inc., Harbrace Building, Duluth, Minnesota
55802, a subsidiary of Harcourt, Brace &
World, Inc. Subscription rates: One year $5,
two years $8, three years $10, in the United
States and Canada. Other countries: One
year $9, two years $14, three years $18.
Single copies 600. Second class postage paid
at Dansville, New York and at additional
mailing offices. Copyright 1969 by Harbrace
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1235
PHILCO-FORD

TV Chassis 19S32

JULY  1969

VOLTAGE & RESISTANCE CHART

USE
2 3 4

PIN NUMBERS.
5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

-
VI 1 101 Y8 Audio Our. & A.G.C. 12K , 36K 13M FIL FIL

V2 4CS6 Sound Detect.

100 260 I2K 1216

16016 1216 3.5

V3 10K RE V.doo Our. & No, se Ins
3004900K

V4 1715E3 178Z3 Damp.. FIL INF
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FIL
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'300 25K 12K
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17.1 Z8
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I Sound IF & Sync Sep.
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Ho.oz. Output

Osc

1st V.deo IF

2nd V.deo IF
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25K

24

100

2 UK FIL FIL

3.814 INF 1216 INF

O 12K 0 300K

2 214 750 FIL FIL

420K 24 IFIL FIL

O 100 FIL IFIL

I2K

113M

1216

45K

T ----
9M INF INF 12K INF

270 0

1 8M I2K

12K I2K

95K 750

I2K

I2K

20K

17K

1.9M

0 200K

300K 0

0

0

0

0

I2K

FIL

FIL

FIE

ALL RESISTANCES ARE MEASURED IN OHMS
'DEPENDS ON POI. ARI TY OF METER USED
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1236
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Color TV Chassis
H-2

ELECTRONIC 7 ry- vEmpiAaXTECHNICIAN / DEALER

JULY  1969
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

LVJ2 8
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TUBE AND ADJUSTMENT LOCATIONS

L Lfs.ELDL
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4a, 416 ''

4000111Wilijle

1_

O

0
UHF

INPUT

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

L 104

-CI06
6.8

HIELD "Taw

Li 0 5

C107
47

C109- 3.3

<R103
).1000

0108
1000

0
RF PLATE

8+
10011.,

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.

R145-100(1, 10%, 1/2w COMMON
6I78 -10K; 10%, lOw WW COMMON
R179 - 16K; 10%, 3w metal film .EP14X205
R184 -36K; 10%, 3w, metal film ES14X202
R212- THERMISTOR-1.052M, 25 EP14X206
R259 -22K, 10%, 1/2w, carbon film COMMON
R267 - 22K, 10%, 4w, metal film EU14X172
R275-1.7511, 10%, 5w, WW ET14X211
R301 -22K, 10%, 4w, metal film EU14X172
R401 -3.6n, 10%, 7w, WW COMMON
R402- 300(1, 10%. WW COMMON
R410- 10K, 2w, 10%, WW COMMON

-triple control EP49X592
R183 - 250C1, contrast
R539-5001(0, green bright
R545 - 500Ki1, blue bright
R186 - 1001(0, bright

-dual control
R195 -40k4), AGC
R213 - 3.4M, vert height
R207 - 1 2M, vert hold
R218 - 2K, vert linearity
R308 -1M, vol.Model WM228 ONLY

EP49X10
EP49X593

EP49X18
EP49X590

EP49X 14

COUPLING

L106

5

RF AMP
2G1(5

VI

;6

1 7

'RI04
47K

CII 0

110001

0
AGC

R5r
121 V2A

2 4L38
CONY

L135

NEU TRALI ZE
9

6

7 L107

105 8
220K

WUHF POSITION

'CHANNELS 2-13
_J

C111

IS

0
IF

INJECTION

C114
1000 1

CII3
1.5

IF OUT

C1I6 CI17 CI 8
1000 1000

I
100

RF T.P

MTD EXTERNALLY

R308- 1M, vol. w/switch EP49X19
R504- 500(1, color EP49X4
R521 - 100K, tint EP49X9
65I7 - 2K, blue balance EP49X594
R524- 2K, red balance .. EP49X594
R546, 547- 1M, blue, red & green screen EP49X591
R548 - (triple control) ...
C403A - 120/41, 100 -10%, 350v

100µ t, 100 -10%, 300v
C -100µf, 100 -10%, 150v
0-1001,4f, 150 -10%, 75v

C404A-80µ1, 100 -10%, 175v
B- 10µf, 100 -10%, 150v
C- f, 100 -10%, 300v

C209- 1000pf, 20%, 2kv, ISS HiKI .EU22X207
C258- 510pf,5%, 500v, Char D.

silver mica ET19X86
C269 -130pf, 10%, 4kv, N1600 ET18X498
C505-3300, 5%, silver mica EU19X87
L152 -coil 1st IF grid w/core ET36X807
L155 -coil 4 5MHz trap w/core EU61X121
L158 - coil  choke, 180/4 h, 7% EP36X826
L163 - coil  choke, 2.54 h, 10% . EP36X1
L201 - deflection yoke - horiz. & vert. EP76X43

B+ UHF
MIX OSC 8+

L251 - coil - horiz osc w/core .... . ET35X52
1300 , coil  audio detector w/core ET36X814
1151 -xformer 1st video IF plate ET61X169
T152- xformer - 2nd video IF plate ET61X120
T153- xformer - 3rd video IF plate EP61X171

& trap w/ cores
1154 - xformer - chroma take -off EPti1X177

w/core
T200 - xformer - vert output EP64X113
T252- xformer - horiz. output w/caP .. EP77X3

& lead assembly
T300-xformer - 4.5MHz interstage EP36X813

w/core
T301 - xformer - audio output ES64X100
T401 - xformer - CRT filament EP64X115
T501 - xformer - chroma amp output EP61X173

w/cores
T502- xformer crystal filter EP61 X174

w/cores
T503- xformer - chroma demodulator EP61X175

w/cores
- fuse - 4a FastBlo, pigtail ESI OX52
- tuner  VHF thirteen position EP86X265

RATE
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1237
RCA VICTOR

Color TV Chassis
CTC38 Series

CR203 Cathode Junction
oriz. Phase Detector
12VPP Honz. Rate

PW700-7 (Color)

28VPP Honz Rate

ELECTRONIC 7/1 W=A -1
JULY  1969
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

OV204-1 (PW200-W)
Horiz. Osc. Plate
17VPP Horiz. Rate

WWI
V703-2

37 Osc. Grid (Color)
12VPP Horiz. Rate

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS

SYMBOL OGSCRIPTION RCA VICTOR PART NO.

C114-4 sec elect 124665
C114A -4 sec 80µf 450v 124665
C114B -4 sec 25µf 25v 124885
C114C -4 sec 2µf 350v 124865
C1140-4 sec 20µf 150v 124865
C119-4 sec elect 123491
C119A -4 sec 80µf 450v 123491
C119B -4 sec 50µf 450v 123491
C119C -4 sec 2Oµ1 250v 123491
C119D-4 sec 150µf 25v 123491
C220 -3-15pf trim 116502
CB101 - brkr cir 1.75a 122207
01101 -line delay 121554
FW101- fuse 28 wire 102792
L107 -top & bottom pin 114594
L109 -choke 124807
L111 -choke 117528
L208 -41.25MHz trap 124804
L212 - 4.5Mhz trap 124810
L215- horiz sine wave 116506
1706 - horiz eff 122918
1710 -video output 124809
R101 -contr AGC 124669
R107 - contr vert lin 114020
R109 - contr vert height 122176
R116 - 68m 20% 6000v film 114651
R131- horiz hold 127880
R133 - vert hold 127881

R145-5600 10% 18w WW 124667
R149 - contr tone/cont 127879
R157 - contr color killer 112841
R160-contr tint CTC38AV,XA 127473
R181 -contr bright limit 112842
R221 -contr RF bias 126667
R778 -contr kine bias peek 121588
R805 -contr left rd/grn horiz lines 105059
R812 -contr bottom rd/0131 horiz lines 114623
R813 -contr top rd/grn horiz lines 106320
RT201 -therm 1200 cold 107191
RF202 - therm 43000 at 25 deg cold 124813
RV101- 175v at lma 114707
RV102 - 870v at lma 112876
RV103- 250v at lme 124811
RV201 -870v at lma 112876
RV202 -110v at 1ma 114762
RV203 - 8v at 15ma 126424
SG103 - 10,000pf 1000v 117139
SG105 -0.75pf 1000v 116636
SG701 - 0.5pf 1000v 120819
T101 -focus adj 113999
T102 -hi voltage 119834
T104-vert output 119828
T105 - power 126489
T107 -top & bottom pin 121560
T201 -input sound IF 124710
T202- input sound demod .............. .118738
T203 -quad 124709
T701 - bandpass 124761
T702 -burst 124764
T703-3.58 osc 121559
Y101- crystal 3.58 MHz 105330

V204-7
Honz. Osc. Grid

0540VPP Honz. Rate

L215 -C
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0320VPP Hortz. Rate
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R5
c

0 110..
1_10.4

V

O
RIZ

11
-

wSw
TO

P*20011

W w

'An

4091
Ji

190K

V204 0205 0202 9205 9201
6707 6691' 6.26
5

_ICT C113 6 8124 70 91064
141

TO Ow 700-P

 140V

8112
47

9104
i00 -5

R9301

MO/

4039

7105
6 LQ6

.0811
OUTPUT

w i0

1

I
6

IMITIVRT

C102
71067 50102 .002

1 o0 ,ff ow.
.405V

#115
CI27

3:01M.N 7CILL

TO T102

C101
9:113106.01

imv___J IOU

TO 010401(
8 BOOSTED 1300ST

V101

3A38
vOsT RUT I

1  To 1103-2
0I31 Rill

ISOUF 150

 (I 1 4C

i2ZU,
TO 8129

r-

lo66oG TO
4Kv Pw700-

TO PW700 -74

2C OB

;KV

v 104
60-3
DAMPER

0103
2 AV 2

FOCUS RECT

(105
5.6U.000 `-

TO T ,o5-9

TO 910

-.II, TO 0106-9I (2569)
k el. 1.111'

9102
6BK 4 B

SHUNT REG
.405v

8120
1.

0 7105-

V6.Ai73
C11104 9.2.EG

 4059
(113

41

4.0 TO
P99200-  

`27044

5 --
1

.01
C I

!KV

J
5- 6103

4440 PW 700.0
TO eCtr,"

Rin
8211

RIIZ
1.411ACG

8161
11.5 r EG,

C109
AZO_

pcFrVTO J108-5

11;80v S40 J1011. 

.W$ ecoST V *WV
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11....M.4111M11. -real mgr.

PW2DC KK
8

PW200 KK
7 2,1 P 2nd Video Plate

79VPP Pale 79VPP Vert Rate

47;\ V703-9 (Color)
Blanker Grid

\tY225VPP Flom Rate

,%4.%
1109.4.11.411111,11011

, r

TP702
CI 2nd Bandpass

3.8VPP Horiz. Rate

To IAN Too. P24 R. 1.403v

0 V203-9
2nd Video Grid
7VPP Vert. Rate

CIV704 -I (Color)
2nd Bandpass Plate
1 6VPP Horiz Rate

-4.410v At

4,"p,- wr-r-
 L

2oJ9
2nd Video Grid(D6 7VPP Horiz Rate

0 V705-1 (Color)
R -V Amplifier Grid
2 8VPP Mora Rate

PW200-D
AGC Keying Pulse
640VPP Honz. Rate

111101411110
PW700-K

30 Video "Y" Signal (Color)
60VPP1iciriz Rate

TO P4700. OK
03300

TOP TO Pw 700-1.1

V203-2
AGC Grid

C.)41VPP Honz Rate

0 . 707-2 (Color)
lid Video Grid

4 9VPP Hans Rate

Pw 700-A2 .9- -..44703-03

A

C 701
.047
If

-16v
070. Ovo

3574
KALE

fl

vfcie
26664

,s,EimONS

445v1 0 03

T *ryes,- R705 - ..51/
560

IC

.230V

.5,0V

0 See NC
TT. 7 Ke-uss-

2,
Pa7.3:'

2

R160
2.511

E

- TINT

3

w.
RITO

4.710E6

R161
500K

BRIGHTNESS
LIMITER 3

5163
.500

BRIGHT NEW.TO P.20040

5125
00

TOP( .OTT
PIN AMP

01. AN pw
700.1E

TO P47000'

TEL

NE ER wo.T.43cK 6

.7.51/

64,
onz

3532
014V ACC

=

C7,91. .-aMx 67,1I. If" 14K

--
AT3D

0Aar.. 
01-

v

e

'2181
39

rag
006

Tr
171.3

110Y,

0-1 .1.

TO

 56v

52

-150

9 Sp ewer.-
To vi/3-

e
erOv  4050 .0 JC

J106 piNT00-41143.- CiO6 (1004
WIRE END VIEW 7104 C137

T107
5

ro
TOP t SOT T102.4

PIN mt.., to JCT
...(000 v,-_".!.., (ION I (1.0 Ri35

B V111
(L.00 0

gERE DAV AIN PHASE
G

RIO

IIV

TG3A

/26G1.184
AN.ER mi

L1013
2711.

A,7#

TOOL 101
To Pv.

6.

AT

_16706

-

R7061CTOS
ITC 71000

wren
To OK

T150

vERT OUTPUT TRANS

EICKAXED TO 4103-4
CONNECT

BLn,GRN -.-/AGSRIC.e0D

-RN/RED ..70 3103-5
°RN 0:/0 4103.6

.00 JI03.3
R D/woiT 4.70 4103.7

134 ecu . TO Pw200CC
270

..8
1% CAN/ EL

R132
100 TO P4200, v
Ter TO v a

L9.. ix 18203W

T Ri29

T108
el

.1,1)..E

N

P106
PIN VIE,.

SC1E

TECRIPS
TEctaKty

WCAAL17-1

0

vaTTAIUr

330

IS

7

Re

RrIBO

AT34 C729
OOK

CT/

11771

5600
MO,

otrOV

v7044,

1266148A
2N0 BANCRISS

C710 !
IC

.,,v TO,
#125v41

CT331
39

L703 (c'°7

E
Cf.?
.01 1 ;IN

.1 0011
PW700,0

r .00')
PH -2 CONTRAST

TO PW200-E

-.TO PVT 700 -S

0
ARIA s.714e
AN. wool"

T02 73,620 U. 22.,

IrP
.46 -1, CT

cr
X1

I'RINE
I a "be -13w

; PSC
3

1 ;

T. icr_.

4111,
K TOO

,ilos
6CB6A
R Amp.5Z5V

ZIOV

V205-9
Vert Osc Grid13 Vert Vert Rate

PW700-3 Color
32 .R V..

92VPP Honz. Bete

TO P4700- NE X2

71193

T ;AO

.9.2v NI
T66

71K

TO P747w-,

.355v
/MC.*
0740%,

23.

0730

z.R
74
80 TC7311

3300

///
J205-2

,! Output Grid
C>25VPP Vert Rate

33
PW700-12 Color

108VPP Horiz Rate

cAs
.7i--

,gaIW

.255v

4140

 ev
.ov IC .03EIRAO

0725 3

.TO RI53-2

Ci25
2200

1110

OHCR203-Anode
on: Phase Detector
26VPP Honz. Rate

RED

01111,1111114101

G2V704-9 (Color)
nd Bandpass Grid
1VPP Horiz. Rate

:3442,

PM
SPEAKER

I *C 04C

.L.Aur

0721 50752 V-8705 c
.0'

1175

P772

Zpiya
1.1

s6zozo

70.1c A16

L
A757 ,C)

s"
,trM2lG

701

GRA
.190V

.184V

AA

IA6,4
cict,

WS KV

WS
I

n 14.4

07. C166

a
,lscp.. nut

74,

20101,

a 92

a. TOJCT
IGOE 11115

3607

Iglu

2

RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis
CTC38 Series

35
V704-2 (Color)

B -V Amplifier Grid
3 4VPP Horiz Rate

RESISTANCE VALUES IN OHMS K  1000
RESISTORS ARE a2 WATT E CE PT AS
NOTED.
 ...MATES 5% TOLERANCE
  .410.CTES 2% TOLERANCE
CAPACITANCE VALUES 1.0 ANO ABOVE
ARE IN Pr, THOSE BELOW 1.0 ARE IN
Vr E 'KEPI' AS INDICATED,
VOLTAGES ARE MEASURED TO
CHASSIS GROUND VvOLTOHNTST
(NO SIGNAU 4ND SHOULD HOLD WITHIN
203. AT RATED SUPPLY VOLTAGE,

()SEE REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST.

(1) INDICATES VOLTAGE TAKEN wan COLOR BAR
GENERATOR INPUT AND 20 AT 2N0
DETECTOR. TP201.

TORH1

3

!:=;216 j-

F iok
M0DRIVE

6.. OPIVE

41o..,
'

oPiivEl

0i)
"I'

34'
TO .4200-G64-

Ce02 L80
L 804

.082

.10.Z
Iku LIKES

PW800
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HOMO

0003

CEOS
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LE?iP GA

.CAS3 "ilt*A1404

RED

LIES
KROX.RN

5(0/WNT

A
IWO GRA

3 OAZ

%104
0790

5757

l!'1111011

e311,5v

.3230

v.013

25XP22.
25AJP22,
22,11:22

22.P22
loniscom

.-ss10 8 OME TEO 860ST "V,
d*T/hu

540v

3

N /IOC

3103
WIRE END VIEW

TO TiO4 ORR 6 7 TO T104 RED/WHT

TO T104 GRTI/
RED

TO T104 ISCK/R

GRT

WHT

BLU
GIN

1105
PIN
VIEW

TEL
OLK

TO 7104 EICK/wHT

01102-U 10140
U 190

ZOUFI
TO T 0111 A -
(0131 8142

3K
7w

50Ur
R146
S60
IOW

10 3lor1
1*a"414-1-*- "1.4";

6600(1140e20u4
560JSW

L109

e°°°
OLZI

C.19.6
Sour

j_4.

MMVWW#AA

Lep
COIL

Ci 2

ON PW200
P0203 TIT201

00

-604-' -0 0- ' INTERLOCK POIVER
.,,, !

FWI02 SuPOLT

Cp11102_

0130
2.2.46

0A0A.-N
Ci

telit".001!: 5.3
1`.44-"I*1).°V'SIXTECT.

620v

.710S
1

A)
:IPOWEA

CI ;LK

Gil

25.10
IOLK PiTi

TO 04 700-22

...8110v TO Pw 700 E

/e0v
TO Pw 200 CID

TO a 002.2
TO Pr 200.01

11011TE DOT ADJACENT TO EMITTER

0 0 0

wHITE DOT
ADJACENT
TO EMITTER

EMITTER
COLLECTOR

CASE
EMITTER

COLLECTOR

SUING DIAGRAM

.11051 PI05
ION TVA

1111044
COLOR CONTROL
ROTOR

To Pi i 111ED)

TO P.110 WILLS)

111034
TINT CONTROL
MOTOR

TO P1110,21.0LETI
TO P1110-91GRAO

REMOTE CONTROL MOTOR CONNECTIONS
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Power Supply
Power Consumption
Power Output
Tuning Ranges

Intermediate Frequency

Antenna Input Impedance
Intercarrier sound system
Speaker Size & Type
Voice Coil Impedance
Picture Size

TO TUNER 0..IT, Tow HOC)

1238
AIRLINE
TV Model GEN-
13768B

JULY  1969

SYMBOLS DESCRIPTION AIRLINE PART NO.

R711 - 5600 10w 10% oxide film TV2396
R716-330 6w 10% WW TV2397
R720 -2010w 10% WW WF5002
R901A 8,C,11 .50/.50/.50/.5020w WW TV2399
R244-5000 pot AGC 18v-3871 TV2562
R316 -10K pot vol cont on/ott switch I8v00931 TV25193
R622 -5000 pot yen aux 18v-387) TV2562

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
120 volts 60 Hz
86 Watts
1 Watt
VHF -Channels 2 thru 13
UHF -Channels 14 thru 83
Picture -45.75 MHz
Sound -41.25 MHz

. 300 ohms balanced

. 4.5 MHz
7cm Xl1cm (1107P -44A)
8 ohm @ 400 Hz
Approx. 172 sq. in. on a
19DQP4 picture tube

ELECTRONIC 2j1WE=CaXTECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

R623 - 5000 pot vert hold I8v-0351 TV25115
R625 -10K pot vert lin TV25114
8626- 10K pot vent bias lassy) TV25114
R624 - 20K pot vert size 18v-039) TV25114
R733 - 5K pot horiz hold TV25114
R735 - 270K pot bright 18v-348) TV2573
R739 -5000 pot horiz pulse width 18v-387) TV2562
R808-50011 pot contrast (8v-171) TV25141
L201 -coil 41.25MHz trap 1911-4931 TV62313
L701 -coil horiz lin (TL -731 TV61370
L801 - coil 4.5MHz trap (91F-477) TV62258

iTo TUNER 0 j '--- 9 - if' "%OE.
(To Or mollol WI Tbow 1

OW 00
To TUNER

 Tomos. .c2
212 T20102;

SO

TO TUNE,
IT YTT....,

co Tumor)

000-. 02
0100-0 .-002)ES 

20,

201

1802 -coil peak (91.2121
1803 -coil peak 191.2101
T201 -xformer 1st pix IF 19IF-492)
T202-xformer 47.25MHz trap 191F-4941
T301- xformer 1st sound IF 19IF-434)
T302- xformer 2nd sound IF 191F-4351
1303 - xtormer ratio det (91F-505)
T401 -xformer audio output (9T-197)
T601 - xformer vert osc 191.1921
1602- 'dormer vert output 191-1931
T701 -xformer horiz owc 191-1931
1702- xformer horiz dr (91-1951
T703 - xformer horiz output ba11211-953)
T704- xformer horiz output 18FT-6241
T901 -xformer power 151-1881
1902 - xformer power choke I9T-2001
M301 - capristor 1PRC-3641

-tuner VHF IAT-233)
-tuner UHF 1U16.2U21
-yoke def lassy w/lead)

SENSITIVITY

Sensitivity (To produce 20 volts peak to peak at input
,to picture tube. Measured according to I.R.E. standards.
All controls, including fine tuning, set for maximum video
output. Video signal measured between grid and cathode
of picture tube.)

VHF
Channel 2 32µV Channel 7 32µV
Channel 5 32µV Channel 13 32µV

UHF

Channel 14-83 32µV

IME21112

(PCB -A1)
0201 2SC682 0202 2SC682

,oso 1,4 aro, I Ear vor I

T020. 012011
1110

.tg

to

7

212 47

0203

012.11

220

=PIM Mal

mom ET=

212.0 40.20.

1-Z.C717 01301 2SC454.
(PCB -8)

0203 (2SC464)
.c. I c 1 2 211 MPC243

1
T203 ,_TtO

ca,
so

Ono 'T02 0201 1.200

0202
Mn

S00

1

Q1
Q101
Q102
Q103
Q201
Q202
Q203
Q204
Q205
Q301
Q302
Q401
Q402

TV61264
TV61265
TV62312
TV62314
TV62114
TV62115
TV62317
TV11197
TV11192
TV11193
TV11194
TV11195
TV11198
TV11199
TV11196
TV11200
TV3482

TV35147
TV35148
TV61398

T 000.

D203

V -HOLD
Islam

@FU9L-

/10501
0502

c 2 N, ..36.3. 8
2SC28r0,

41
isvoso )

-11-T

0,

.20

10
00

CO.
1000

anVA*a

7ro

OAT'
Et
PoS

,41

715

0701
2N3638

17K OAP I

C102
D

0702
t.

I "Er%
os

"22?
01.122

C,P011

"V00

0601
2SC735 

1vERT

1100. 1402
 Ea 20

C1101

05:

012. 0701
2N3567

MOM WU
IMAM WIS.) ,
OM .11 0,0

0703
2Sc1802,,,

3

SOO

7702

.NES,

0704
2SC558
.00 OUT) 7703

1275 2 §R70,0.

0705 1020201

2SC558
,000 WTI

111222

0802
2SC154B
12+2 2.020 EMT/

(V) 30HZ I") TAMER (VI 30HZ

(V) 30HZ

(H) MAK

TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENT

2SC387
SE5020
SE5021
SE3001
2SC682
2SC682
2SC717
2SC458®
2SC458®
2SC454®
2SC454®
2SC458®
2SC680

4 CONTRAST
k RCA.1 1.3

IV) 30sa

(D,
440

(E) 7675112

(V) 30 *2

(H) 72175.a
"" (H) 76742 6.-1"""'

UHF Oscillator
VHF RF Amplifier
VHF Mixer
VHF Oscillator
1st Picture IF Amplifier
2nd Picture IF Amplifier
3rd Picture IF Amplifier
AGC Amplifier
AGC Gate
1st Sound IF Amplifier
2nd Sound IF Amplifier
Audio Amplifier
Audio Output

90

C 002
SOOT

Rt. .00

0204
2SC458
)4C EYE,

0603 2SC487
rOT 012T2

O. ; TA

-11

10

024

1102

0.00.2
200

WO.

0 205

1.10 3

COS

2SC458 
11102. .22

 C 220

 32..

(V 3062

(H) 7073142

039
90

(") /67562 -4".."

(H) 7117562

26V

(4) 7117,112.-...."

-7
so4ip

"- (4) 7675012

Q501 2N3638
Q502 2SC281®
Q601 2SC735
Q602 2SC735
Q603 2SC487
Q701 2N3638
Q702 2N3567
Q703 2SC680
Q704 2SC558
Q705 2SC558
Q801 2SC454®
Q802 2SC154B

Ie

400V

(Y) 30Nz

1st Sync. Separator
2nd Sync. Separator
Vertical Oscillator
Vertical Driver
Vertical Output
Sync. Amplifier
Horizontal Oscillator
Horizontal Driver
Horizontal Output
Horizontal Output
1st Video Amplifier
Video Output

TUBE COMPLEMENT

V701 19DQP4 Cathode Ray Tube

0301 2SC454., 0302 2SC454
.21 10.1

23. zo 7307

 2, .00
W2

C 141.

)2. 222.221 2302 (PC B --C)

I _9

'Ho
44

'I-1111'2111

22

.E

DC 

OM:

00

O

WOO

.1722
o

-J

V 701

1900P4

0401 2SC4582
,00.0 1201.220 /

EWE
220

12401 4TC

0

0402 2SC680
1.010 OuTPuT)

0004 009 T401

0

02401
1112(11.2.2

T302

O

011
10

BRIGHTNESS
21.3)

CIO

3000

WW1
1412C I

11.102
11141ICT)

901

0*

9 as et* E.E
sE 120 2.2221

1102

MOS

F901.0
IM

0102 0700

111-4,
\\c'

y

Ot

AC
120V

60Hzi

1401 

i
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1239
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION EMERSON PART NO.
R-10 - vol contr 1M ch120904 390928
R-28 - contrast cont 30K ch 120904,908,907 390988
R -29 -contrast cant 30K ch 120911 391002
R-31 - bright cont 500K ch 120904,908,907 390987
R-31 - bright cont 500K ch 120911 391001
R -37A - pic opt cont 50K 390997
R-378 - vert lin cant 500K part of R -37A
R37C - vert size cont 2.5M part of R37A

O

30 CPS

010
00000.11

30C PS

PROM* SCHWAT/C CP

LIMP TURIN

0-1TRANIASTCIllOOSC

X.1 111112411,NA,

I.OMM1L-Te

i'=L*.17011.
C130* CHO TIE RM1NALS

001108411101CLOT VMI DIPDXI
WWI MD* IOW WM

4-

R-88 -vert hold cont 1.5M ch 120904,9013,901 390988
R-88 - vert hold cont 1.5M ch 120911 391000
C-80A.13,C -cap elec 250+250+500 @160v 925898
C-68 - cap elec 201.if fa 75v non-pol

some sets only 925856
L2 -sound quad coil 4.5MHz 720404
L-12- horiz osc coil 716165
L-14 -def yoke asst' 708532
L-15 - filter choke power supply 737058

T
450

L
+-I

IOOIN- IASP
V -ti 11120
V-14 IONIA

9100.1110001 I

r
PARTIAL sorssinc

VI1F TURIN

V-140

* CERAMIC OR MICA CAPACITORS.CAPACITT IN PICOIROAOS101
* TDINFLAR CPAC.10013.CPACITT IN 10.CRWARACISI MI1
MIST** IN OHM 1   10001 AND WATT RNLI SS OTNIMINSI SPICIFNO
All CERAMICS AND MICAS 5000.A11 TIFINFLARS 4000 UNLESS 110110
T INDICATES TOO C0111 I INDICATES 5071011 CORI IN 001.14RI TLIM4C. ****** OMNI.'
*SOWS AT CONTROLS INDIC ATI CLOC.LISI ROTATION

0000F-1

5070 11100001
1.8011. 15111

RIOTIT 111

8-79

470

L  IS

IC- GOA
290*
Nov

PRATE N

C -u/nor,O

 140 0 SCMIKE

1-10 1.123V *WM

Cogr
100v

TRIMNS

V-7
I

1,-14 0-I)

CDT VHF TUNIC

4.0011-4111

WO -410 . If..i
10110100111.1--
1112 - 1

1

INI

"4 I I T I
M9. T

---i. II 1111:0**MM
P

MINH  1110 MN* =LW

ism MOM not..,
111111-1

UL O.7
1100111110 T0101110011111/ P -I

C.

82
IVO

NOT f20i
ONToo

0118

S - I

VL

P5LA01288.11TIMOIN

30 CPS

TI I

FI

L-18,17 -filament choke
T-1 -sound interstage xformer 4.5MHz 7738E ELECTRONIC 2J-17=56,4ca A(1-2 - audio output xformer part of SP1
1 -5 -sound take -off xformer 4.5MHz 720712
T-8 - horiz output xformer 738210
1-7 -vert output xformer 738193
N1 -couplate sync separator 923059
N-2 - couplets vert integrator 923159

C-11
1000

1

C - 1

V-111
9111C
SEMI wv

30

10,000

1.23

rC7455'

L -

1.G ON sos
P-55 4701.

810A0H7 C- AT
0

CLOCK TIMER
wage flocs r03011$ Owl

ELUL 101-0M. POINTION !WITCO
iii-DiSTIMIA1111100011 TINIAN**
AND PROAXINTIT CLOSIO

ID Nwn AC *cr.

PIRAIRISSOPUIS

- 2

1ST I I AMP
41-4

11T

30

 1.O V

0/'A,
4W

-P

7575 CPS NOR.

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

L-7
I

1\31.4 900
P -P

711'; CPSMmoiMtPM.MMtoM
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T-1
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140 V
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*WOO OM**
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41 .1 67

,.
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01010
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1 If=
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001

0-22
/111
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C S3

T

I

Sls

7975 CPS

+1250
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MI4

T- 0
 10

9)014
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EMI

MOP 0SC

V-66 6LX 

11-25

C -74
47 -

-29

"-00
4

CONTRAL T

--0W-0.  1400
as I-5000

T  2

11-43 11100

C 313114
1000

S

31

'A; mums

 140

0 +1.00

Co:litag

vIRTOIC
V-11,0 42%

OMSK 15,/

GO TO -1700

1

C -S0

8
70

,e RI 142

II- 97

- 44
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vIRTICLNOLD

11/,=1
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OVER AUL

\ GUARANTEED

4 for 1 Year

OVERHAUL $9.75 REPLACEMENT TUNERS ... 910.45
Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in-
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-
tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturer-
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly c eaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

Prefer a universal replacement? Sarkes Tarzian will
give you a universal replacement for only $10.45. This
price is the same for all models. The tuner is a new
tuner designed and built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian
for this purpose. it has memory fine tuning-UHF
plug-in for 82 channel sets-universal mounting-
hi-gain-lo-noise.

ORDER TUNERS BY PART NUMBER,
AS FOLLOWS:

Part :r.
Intermediate
Frequency

AF Amp Osc. Mixer
Tube Tube Heater

MFT-1 41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video 6GK5 6118 Parallel 6.3V

MFT-2 41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video 3GK5 5L18 Series 450 MA

MFT-3 41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video 2GK5 5CG8 Series 600 MA

Prefer a customized replacement tuner? The price will
be $18.25. Send us the original tuner for comparison
purposes, also TV make, chassis and model numbers.

SEND ORDERS FOR UNIVERSAL AND CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENT TUNERS TO OUR OFFICE IN INDIANAPOLIS.

TSC

as-
JULY 1969

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis. Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
(Horne Office)

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730
SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST.. S. W.. Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232
WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION

10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., Noth Hollywood, California TEL: 213-769-2720

WATCH FOR NEW CENTERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

. . for more details circle 130 or, postcard
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The
restoration
of power

MALLORY

DURACELL BATTERY CHARGES

It's easy with Mallory's new BC -15 Charger. It restores original power to rechargeable
alkaline Duracell "AA", "C" and "0" batteries. And the BC -15 is the only way to recharge
rechargeable Duracells.

It's only $8.95. And considering the replacement costs of batteries, the BC -15 pays for
itself after recharging just six batteries.
And when you figure that each rechargeable Duracell can be recharged up to
100 times, the savings are fantastic.
The BC -15 is simple to use. Just plug it in. It tells you whether the batteries are properly
seated. And automatically selects the proper charging rate for each battery size.
And two different sizes can be recharged at the same time.

The BC -15 is so rugged, electrically and mechanically, that we give it a one-year warranty.

If you use rechargeable alkaline Duracells, get the BC -15 charger now. It can restore
their power again ... and again ... and again.

MALLORY
MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
boa 1558. Indianapolis. Indiana 48206: Telephone: 317.838.5353

Batteries Capacitors Controls  Resistors  Semiconductors  Sonalert  Switches  Timers  Vibrators  ICs

20
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41 TEKLAB REPORT ON CHANNEL MASTER COLOR TV MODEL 6112
For the first time, our Electronic Technician/Dealer lab technicians evaluate
a Channel Master color TV, model 6112, to present a complete circuit descrip-
tion with diagrams and pertinent service notes

45 ANTENNA TIME
Another in the humorously interesting Bob and Scoot series tells how to get a
bigger slice of the TV antenna market with some profitable hints on installa-
tion practices

47 COLOR BAR GENERATOR SURVEY
This article is based on information obtained from test instrument manufac-
turers. It provides an interesting look at their attitudes, problems and their
trend toward improving stability and reliability

51 HYBRID COLOR PROBLEMS
Many of the solid state -tube combination color sets today leave the technician
with some doubts as to service procedures. This article deals with several cir-
cuit problems and explains methods of troubleshooting and repair

55 TESTLAB REPORT ON SENCORE SM 152 AND SECO 88A
Our lab technicians evaluate two new test instruments in this month's feature,
the Sencore Model SM 152 Sweep Marker Generator and the SECO 88A Tube
Tester complete with specifications

58 EMPHASIS ON SERVICE
A service -dealer business is not based on one-time sales, but on return cus-
tomers. This month's dealer explains his policy of maintaining a permanent

60 "ODD BALL" COLOR TV PROBLEMS
The really tough circuit problems are always worked out in time, but knowing
where to start can save you some of that valuable time, which is the object
of this timely feature outlining specific examples and solutions
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rich colors are portrayed on this month's cover as a technician checks the col-
or bar patterns during initial set up in the customer's home.
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2 3 E (;
PROVEN

RELIABILITY
UNDER 5100.00

Only from

Channel Master
At last ... a 23EG Rare Earth Replacement Color Tube
with the proven reliability of the 25AP22.
... And under $100 Net Exchange.

It took Channel Master, world's leading replacement
tube manufacturer to achieve this price and perfor-
mance breakthrough. Technological skills gained in
producing OEM 25" Color Tubes -especially the new
25AJP22 - have resulted in a 23EG Color Tube with
quality far surpassing the original.

Don't settle for poor quality 23EG's or clumsy con-
version kits.

Note to Motorola Service Technicians: This tube is
the exact replacement for Motorola Sets. Newly
devised Channel Master mounting aid greatly reduces
installation time.

Call your Channel Master Distributor ... He's your

Picture Tube Headquarters
CHANNEL MASTER DIElleOnvilllle,

/ NNE Ty INC

EDITOR'S MEMO

CCTV for 'Horse -Watching'

- Television service -dealers are be-
coming more and more involved with
CCTV and for many, it's a natural
addition to their business. However,
the field is new, wide and virtually
unlimited. In recent issues of ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER we have
tried to give service -dealers a few
ideas of some of the possible uses for
CCTV systems, but we missed the
boat on one very unique application
-"horse -watching."

A booklet entitled "What's New in
Electronics," published bimonthly by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics,
brought it to our attention.

You might say that a CCTV sys-
tem is an expensive way to watch a
horse, but it all depends on how you
look at it. These are not just "horses,"
they are mares expecting foals worth
$2000 apiece. In this particular in-
stallation, a CCTV camera is com-
bined with an intercom system to
monitor a mare while she is waiting
to give birth to a foal. The stable is
operated for breeding thoroughbreds
for racing.

John DeMarni, who owns the
stable, was plagued with sleepless
nights running from the house to the
stable to check on the "expectant
mothers" and to help in the delivery
if necessary. To eliminate his noc-
turnal trips, he installed an intercom
system to carry the sounds from the
foaling stables to his house. But the
sounds turned out to be misleading
and the rancher found himself just as
sleepless answering too many "false
alarms." He decided that the only
cure was to install a CCTV camera
and cable it to his living room TV set
along with the intercom system. It
solved his sleepless nights situation and
now he can monitor an expectant
mare in comfort. It just goes to show
what a little ingenuity and a lot of
sleepless nights can do.

. for more details circle 110 on postca -d
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Each GE tube
must satisfy

this tough customer
14 different ways

before it gets to you!

Reach for this when you ask,
"What else needs fixing?"

Each General Electric tube you buy gets the OK
from John Snyder, our quality control chief. He's
a real tough customer who puts GE tubes through
the industry's roughest testing routine. He tests
100% for plate current, grid and heater voltage,
seal and many other critical 'actors. Samples of
every lot undergo life tests, some up to 2000
hours for Ffespan performance evaluation. Actual
TV set usage is simulated In a unique heater
cycling test which imitates the on -off -on -off pun-
ishment rubes must take on the job. If a tube flunks
just one test, it's fed to the grinder! No wonder
you can stake your reputatior on every GE tube
from the "service designed" line for all your re-
placement needs. Stock up at your GE distributor
today. 288-25

GENERALC ELECTRIC

JULY 1989



NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

CB ANTENNA 700
Choice of polarization

The Model MS -3D is a miniaturized CB antenna with the
construction of a beam plus the choice of polarization usually
available only in the quad design. It features six miniature
elements, three vertical and three horizontal, loaded by coils for
full electrical length and power tolerance. A double "T" matching
system provides balanced feed. The polarization switching control
box permits change of polarization at the flip of a switch.
Specifications and performance data: Electrical: Forward gain-
9.6db over isotropic source; 7.5 db compared to reference dipole.
Front -to -back ratio-25db. Polarization isolation-25db. SWR-
1.5/1 or better. Matching system-T-Match. Feed impedance -
52f from transceiver. Recommended transmission line -50 to
5211 coax. Mechanical: Number of elements -3 in vertical
position, 3 in horizontal position. Maximum element length-
llft. 41/2 in. Boom length-9ft. Recommended mast size -11/4 in.
OD. Turning radius-7ft. 3in. Wind surface-2.7sq. ft. Wind
load-(EIA Std. 80 mph) 54 lb. Assembled weight -14 lb.
Approx. shipping weight -16 lb. Net price $86.91. Mosley.

MATV LINE AMPLIFIERS -
Powered by the head- SOLDER GUN 702
end amplifier 701 Solid-state and

weighs 5 ozs.
Introduced is a series of
cable -powered "Line
Stretchers" for MATV
systems. The size of an
ordinary passive splitter,

c the units can be inserted
anywhere in an MATV

trunkline. Their function is to reamplify the signal
at the end of a long trunkline, thus handling
additional TV outlets. Because they are small,
they will fit behind any outlet plate in the system.
No ac power source is required because they are
powered from the head -end amplifier over the same
coaxial cable that carries the signal. There are four
models in the line extender series. The Model
SL6300 is claimed to amplify all VHF and FM
frequencies by 13.5db, plus providing 3 to 6.5db
UHF gain. The SL6301 is similar except that it
includes a 6db gain control range. The Model
SL6310 is basically a UHF line extender, providing
12db gain across the UHF spectrum and passing
VHF. The Model SL631 1 is similar to the SL6310
except that it includes a 6db gain control. Line
extenders without gain controls list for $37.50, and
units with gain controls list for $47.50. JFD.

JFD
SMOOT HLINE
UHF LINE
STRETCHER
MOD SL -6310

170-890 MHZ

A solid-state, transformerless soldering
gun featuring a high/low temperature
selector switch, is introduced. It weighs
5 ozs. exclusive of its three -wire cord set
and, because of its solid-state design, re-
quires no transformer. The gun is designed
to assure damage -free soldering of integrated
circuits and field effect transistors. This is
achieved by electrically isolating the soldering tip
from the heating element with a grounded three -
wire cord set to render the tip electrically inert.
The user has a choice of two tip temperature ranges.
To select a tip temperature of approximately 500°
or 900°F, the user simply slides a thumb -switch on
the gun handle to LO or HI. Soldering tips are
independent of the heating element for replacement
purposes and tips can be replaced without changing
the heat cartridge. The heat cartridge locks into the
gun barrel by means of a knurled nut. Loosening the
nut allows rotation of the entire cartridge to orient
the thread -on tips. Included in the purchase price
of the solder gun (#6760) will be three
interchangeable tips: a short chisel, pyramid and
long chisel type. Ungar.

FOR MORE NEW
PRODUCTS SEE
PAGES 64 AND 70
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TUBE TESTING OUTFIT
400 Ei:%  04141001040

'  
r   El

COMPLETE WITH ALL

ADAPTERS AND ACCESSORIES,

NO 'EXTRAS"

STANDARD TUBES:

1

4

the new Novars, Nuvistors, 10 Pins, Magnovals,
Compactrons and Decals.

l/r More than 2,500 tube listings.
yo Tests each section of multi -section tubes individually

for shorts, leakage and Cathode emission.
V' Ultra sensitive circuit will indicate leakage up to 5

Megohms.
I/ Employs new improved 41/2" dual scale meter with a

unique sealed damping chamber to assure accurate,
vibration -less readings.

loir Complete set of tube straighteners mounted on front
panel.

 Tests all modern tubes including

Novars, Nuvistors, Compactrons and Decals.

All Picture Tubes, Black and White

and Color

ANNOUNCING... for the first time
A complete TV Tube Testing Outfit designed specifi-
cally to test all TV tubes, color as well as standard.
Don't confuse the Mooel 257 picture tube accessory
components with mass produced "picture tube adap-
ters" designed to work in conjunction with all com-
petitive tube testers. The basic Model 257 circuit was
modified to work compatibly with our picture tube ac-
cessories and those components are not sold by us to
be used with other competitive tube testers or even
tube testers previously produced by us. They were
custom designed and produced to work specifically in
conjunction with the Model 257.

BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE TUBES:

tog Single cable used for testing all Black and White Picture
Tubes with deflection angles 50 to 114 degrees.

1.0 The Model 257 tests all Black and White Picture Tubes
for emission, inter -element shorts and leakage.

COLOR PICTURE TUBES:

1,1 The Red, Green and Blue Color guns are tested individ-
ually for cathode emission quality, and each gun is
tested separately for shorts or leakage between control
grid, cathode and heater. Employment of a newly per-
fected dual socket cable enables accomplishments of all
tests in the shortest possible time. $4 750The Model 257 is housed in a handsome, sturdy, portable case. Comes complete with all

adapters and accessories, ready to plug in and use. No "extras" to buy. Only

NOTICE

We have been producing radio, TV and electronic test equipment since 1935, which means we were making
Tube Testers at a time when there were relatively few tubes on the market, 'way before the advent of TV. The
model 257 employs every design improvement and every technique we have learned over an uninterrupted pro-
duction period of 32 years. Accurate Instrument Co., Inc.

SEND NO MONEY WITH ORDER
PAY POSTMAN NOTHING ON DELIVERY

Try it for 10 days before you buy.
If completely satisfied, you may
remit $47.50 plus postage and
handling charge, or you may pay
in easy monthly payments until
the total price of $47.50 plus

ACCURATE INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
Dept. 661, 2435 White Plains Road, Bronx, N.Y. 10467
Please rush me one Model 257. If satisfactory I agree to remit $47.50 plus
postage and handling charge or pay in easy monthly payments until the total
price of $47.50 plus postage, handling and budget charge is paid.

Name

Address

postage, handling and budget City Zone State

charge is paid. E Save Money! Check here and enclose $47.50 with this coupon and we will pay all shipping
and charges. You still retain the privilege of returring after 10 day trial for full refund.

.t
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So is this.

It used to be if you wanted to satisfy everyone, you
had to stock over 30,000 different solid state replace-
ment parts.

Well, everyone realized that was ridiculous. So
some enterprising people came up with a bunch of
universal replacements.

Then you only had to stock about eleven or twelve
hundred.

That was a lot better, but we still thought it was a
little ridiculous.

So two years ago (when we went into this busi-
ness), we figured out how to replace all 30,000 with
only 60.

Now all you have to do is stock 60 of our diodes,
transistors, integrated circuits, etc., and you can re-
place any of the 30,000 parts now in use. Including

all JEDEC types, manufacturers' part numbers, and
foreign designs.

That means you invest less money.
You don't tie up valuable space.
You do away with complicated inventory control.
And you operate more efficiently.
To make life even easier, we've got a new book

that gives you all the cross references you need to
figure out which part replaces which.

It's available from your Sylvania distributor.
If the whole thing sounds rather incredible, you're

right. But why not give your distributor a call and let
him narrow the incredibility gap.

SYLVAN IA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & Ei ECTRCNICS

. . for more details circle 127 on postcard
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COMPLETE SERVICE

ON ALL MAKES

Maximum Time In Shop 24 Hrs.

(90 Day Warranty)
(WE SHIP C.O.D.)

YOU PAY SHIPPING

$9.95
Black &
White

or Col

III VHF
fiL

UH

UV Combo's $16.50
Price includes all labor and parts ex-
cept Tubes, Diodes & Transistors. If

combo tuner needs only one unit re
paired, disassemble and ship onl
defective unit. Otherwise there will
be a charge for a combo tuner.
When sending tuners for repair, re,

move mounting brackets, knobs, indi
cator dials, remote fine tuning aril
rangements and remote cont
units.

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1
I tuners must have remote contr
its and/or mounting brackets re
oved before tuner can be cleane4
d repaired. if these accessories ar
ft on tuner, there will be a $2.0
arge for disassembly and reassem
y.

RAINED TECHNICIANS with years
I tuners are serviced by FACTORY

of experience in this specialized field.
' II tuners are ALIGNED TO MANUi

I

CTURER'S SPECIFICATION on crys
I controlled equipment and air
ecked on monitor before shipping

o assure that Tuner is operating

GEM CITY TUNER
REPAIR SERVICE

Box 6D Dabel Station

2631 Mardon Drive

Dayton, Ohio 45420

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

Proper Terms

Now that the word "monaural" is
nearly completely eliminated from the
audio vocabulary (only a few recalci-
trant retailers and advertisers are still
using this incorrect and obsolete
word), it is time that the audio pro-
fessionals and enthusiasts do some-
thing about that other piece of jargon,
"FM stereo."

The term "FM stereo" is backward.
It should be stereo FM. The contrast
is between mono FM and stereo FM,
monophonic frequency modulation
and stereophonic frequency modula-
tion, not "frequency modulated stere-
ophony" as implied by "FM stereo."
The complete phrase is "stereo multi-
plex FM radio receiver/tuner/broad-
cast"; any of these words can be used
in this same order, as in "stereo multi-
plex," and so on. Any other word or-
der violates the normal word relation-
ships, the order of modifiers and sub-
ordinates, of the English language.

Now is the time for the audio field
to eliminate the jargon of "FM stereo"
in favor of the good English of stereo
FM. Let us begin.

PHILIP N. BRIDGES

Ashton, Md.

Retirement Sale

I recently discontinued my TV ser-
vice business after 21 years and I have
over 700 Sams Photofacts which I do
not need. I would be willing to part
with them for a fraction of their cost.
I also have a nearly new Sencore
TR139 transistor tester for sale and
will consider any reasonable offer. I
am an avid reader of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER and like it very
much.

LEON G. BROWN
128 E. St. Joseph
Coloma, Mich. 49038

Your January 1969 issue carried a
letter from Paul A. Krager of Roch-
ester, Minn., requesting information
on a 304A Dumont scope. The Du-
mont is and has been a Bell Telephone
Co. standard for years. If he will con-
tact a local toll center office it may
provide him with the information. I

also have a request for a manual. I
need information on an Army surplus
frequency meter BC221 manufactured
by Zenith. Can any of your readers
help?

ROY W. RowsoN
1219 Fenwick Dr.
Lynchburg, Va. 24502

Readers Aid

I have an RCP Model 332AP tube
tester and would very much appreci-
ate the latest tube chart for it.

JERRY LINDEN, JR.
1991 Lakefield Rd.
Cedarburg, Wis. 53012

I recently acquired a used Precision
CRT tester (Series CR30). I need an
instruction manual or the special in-
structions called out on the setup
chart. If someone would send me the
information so I could make a copy
and return it, I would appreciate it.

The Dynascan (B&K) company had
no information on it.

JOSEPH SCHUMI
1055 Cumberland St.
St. Paul, Minn. 55117

Once again I must turn to the ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER readers
for help. I have a VT volt -ohm -capac-
ity meter Model 300 manufactured by
Electronics Measurement Corp. of
New York. I would like to borrow a
schematic if any of your readers have
one.

ED BALCER
105 Blackpoint Rd.
Rumson, N.J. 07760

I am in dire need of an instruction
manual for a Model 620-A hetrodyne
frequency meter manufactured by
General Radio Co. An original or
copy will be fine.

G. JOHNSON
PO Box 41
South Bend, Ind. 46624

I am writing about a tube tester I
purchased a few years back from
Moss Electronics. It is a Model TV
11. I find that the company is now
out of business, and this leaves me in
a tough situation. I need a roll chart
for this unit that will allow me to
test the later tubes. Any attention you
or your readers can give this request
will be appreciated.

GEORGE DZIAK
Box 203
Cokeburg, Pa. 15324

I have a Radion field strength meter
which was made in Chicago, Ill. I
have been unable to contact the com-
pany for parts. Would it be possible
that one of your readers can supply
me with a 5050 Radion oscillator
tube for this unit or let me know
where I can get one? Also, I have
some antenna rotators made in the
United States called Superoter for
which I am unable to get parts here.
These are model SHD units.

GEORGE SWIFT
Box 478
Watrous, Sask.
Canada
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There'sreAliurrd

on
their

RCA

leads.

FREE:
The Copymate Dry Copier, with 20
sheets of copymate paper, with
your purchase of the RCA WR-52A
Stereo FM Signal Simulator or
WO -91C oscilloscope!

The WR-52A Stereo
FM Signal Simulator
only $248.00*

The WO -91C 5 -Inch
Dual Band Oscilloscope
Only $269.00*

-

NowNow you can own one of the fastest, most accurate
trouble-shooters in the East (West, North and
South), and receive, absolutely free, the new
all -electric Copymate!

Copymate is the portable dry copier that copies
anything -... checks, invoices, schematics, photos,
your children's drawings and school work-
without liquids, chemicals or sprays!

The Copymate, with paper, has a retail value of
$31.94, but you can get it free ... Here's how.

Buy the WR-52A or WO -91C between April 15
and July 15. Mail us your warranty card and the
blue label on the outside of the carton no later
than July 31st and we'll ship the Copymate to you
at once, freight prepaid!

Good deal? You know it is.
Mail your card and label to: RCA Electronic

Components, Test Equipment Headquarters, Bldg.
17-2, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

*Optional distributor resale price.

... for more details circle 126 on postcard
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True Hi Z is matched
with Hi Z mic in new
BELL P/A
MODULAR AMPS

The only p.a. amplifiers with
FET's up front for true Hi Z
input (or bal. lo Z with trans.).

Unusual design flexibility with
up to 8 input modules. Thousands
of possible input configurationsl
Power output: 20, 45, 90 or 200
watts (RMS ratings). All silicon
solid state design.

Exclusive output circuit
protection (with signal light)
saves time, labor, components ...
eliminates guesswork. See your
local electronics distributor,
or send for full specs.

BE
professional appeal
BELL P/A PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1209 North Filth St., Columbus, Ohio 43201

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

GE Chassis Trouble

I am writing in regard to the Tech-
nical Digest article about Intermittent
Horizontal Oscillator Startup (ET/D-
April 1969) in the GE "S" and "V"
chassis.

I had an "SW' chassis with this
same trouble. After bringing it to the
shop seven times only to have it play
normal each time, I finally called the
GE distributor in Boston for help.
He told me to change two capacitors
that bridge the horizontal oscillator
coil, C255 and C256. I replaced them
and the problem cleared up. Neither
of these capacitors were mentioned in
the article as being a problem. How-
ever, I wanted to bring it to your at-
tention as they seemed to be the solu-
tion to a similar problem I had.

As an afterthought I would like to
see ET/D start a small column de-
voted to polite  gripes. The readers
would be asked to contribute sugges-
tions to it which you could forward to
the manufacturers. These suggestions,
for example, would be-put a remov-
able panel on the bottom of all TVs
to aid in servicing; put the tube lay-
out chart in a place where we can
read it and large enough so we don't
get eyestrain. I'm sure ET/D readers
could come up with a multitude of
others.

RAY BURKE
Middleboro, Mass.

American Technician

A letter by Mr. Joseph Mann of
Woodside, N.Y., in your April 1969
Letters -to -The -Editor column is, how
you say, "veddy intuhesting."

Personal experience as well as in-
formation obtained from others leads
me to state positively, though, that the
dilemma facing him and other pro-
ducers and distributors of foreign -
made equipment (not all junk, by any
means) is definitely of their own mak-
ing. Mr. Mann himself must know
that competent professional service is
abundantly available in this great wide
country of ours to anyone willing to
pay a fair price to receive it. The
trouble with most companies who are
seeking servicing outlets to perpetuate
their unrealistic extended warranties
is that they expect to receive 1969
service at 1939 rates. In their quest
for reduced production costs and a
larger share of the market, they have
not overlooked the fact that they must
realize a generous profit, but they

Interested
in increasing your
service income with-
out adding a single
service call?

I lei
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Ask your Authorized RCA Tube
Distributor. He's got a simple
plan to help reduce your
Not -At -Homes.

RCA Electronic Components,
Harrison, N. J.
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"The Yellow Pages is my top salesman."

"Most of our
customers come to us
in one of two ways;
either from word-of-
mouth, or the Yellow
Pages," says Mr.
Irwin Grim, owner,
Oak Lawn TV Service
Center, Oak Lawn,
Illinois. "Our Yellow
Pages ad is there 24
hours a day working
for us. We're an
authorized dealer for
Motorola and Zenith.
In one particular
instance, a man
called me up and
asked me what model
television I had on the
floor. I happened to
have a 23" console
and he asked me to
bring it right over. As
a result of this one
sale, we got about five or
six new customers. That's
what the Yellow Pages and
word-of-mouth advertising
working together can do.
Our ad also tells people

JULY 1969

looking for repairs
that we've been in business
22 years. It helps give a
customer confidence in us.
Without our Yellow
Pages ad, we couldn.t.

exisz. It's what is keeping
us in business."

. . . for more details circle 102 on postcard
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

continue to search for service people
who will toil for antiquated wages and
who don't mind the extra, uncompen-
sated chores of filling out endless
forms, stocking numerous parts that
won't be resold at a profit, and pack-
aging and returning in -warranty de-
fects to the supplier.

There are, of course, some servicers
around who will work for inadequate

wages because of deficiencies in book-
keeping and knowledge of operating
costs. There are some who will accept
a questionable proposition on the
tired promise that the eventual de-
mand for out -of -warranty service will
more than justify it. The good ones usu-
ally wake up, sooner or later, or they
gradually tire of being the fall guy
for the manufacturer/distributor as
the purchasers begin to blame the ser-
vice agency for the long tie-up of
a new product because of a two-week
to six-month wait for a special part
(if it hasn't been discontinued). What
is left, then, for Mr. Mann and some
others is the very small percentage of

introducing the

"third generation" of

the famous A /S

MAGNUM family,

More true gain than ever before-in-
creases effective radiated power to 13

watts!

New Power -Tip radials!
Power -loaded radials provide lower radi-
ation angle, increased range, far more
compact configuration!

CB BASE STATION ANTENNA

Suggested (3695
Resale: P

New "Stati-Lite Diamond"!
Drastically reduces noise, prevents
static charge accumulation, helps
to lower angle of radiation.

Dual Phasing coil!
Optimizes impedance match, for excel-
lent bandwidth characteristics, VSWR
less than 1.4 to 1.

the antenna specialists co.
Division of Allen Electric & Equipment Co. 12435 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Export Offices: 2200 Shames Dr.. Westbury, N Y.11690
Also available in Canada.

Write for full color, ff
Illustrated technical brochure today!

look loe the Steles ot °gala, .

service companies gullible enough to
believe that the factories are doing
them a favor, even though most fac-
tory reps will freely state that "you
aren't supposed to make money on
warranty service." These remaining
are obviously the people who gave
Mr. Mann's products the service they
deserved.

Mr. Mann's contention that "the
American servicemen who, if they
were really any good, would be work-
ing for a manufacturer" is not only
off base, it is completely out of the
ball -park. Without belittling the many
skilled and proficient technicians em-
ployed by the many American (or
even Japanese) factories, there is no
comparison between the time -card
man at the factory and the consumer -
product servicing electronic technician
who must keep pace with all the
technological advances (or regres-
sions) of the entire industry, but must
also be brainy, brawny, agile, neat
and an expert in public relations.
Though factories and their agencies
have, on occasion, paid relatively
high starting wages to some who
couldn't make the grade as a tube
caddy carrier, there are many well -
paid technicians who consider our
profession to be one of the most
challenging and satisfying careers
available and would not consider ex-
changing the personal rewards for the
hum -drum of clock -watching, assembly -
line, one -make servicing offered out-
side of this field. More and more of
these professionals are also finding
that the consumer, faced with increas-
ing complexity and numbers of elec-
tronic units at a time when too few
new people are entering the field, has
begun to realize the value of good
service and is becoming evermore
willing to pay a properly realistic fee.

Maybe the manufacturers could
learn a lesson from the consumer.

W. S. HARRISON

Zone Governor, NATESA

I need an instruction manual or
schematic for a Simpson signal gener-
ator Model 340. I will be glad to pay
for an original or copy and will be
glad to send them something from Ha-
waii if they so desire.

A. D. SARGENT

PO Box 143
Volcano, Hawaii 96785

I have enjoyed your magazine for
many years and found it to be very
helpful. I hope one of your readers
can tell me where I might obtain a
record and playback head for an Air
King wire recorder, Model A-725.

CLAUDE FURCHER
Route 2, Box 336
Montgomery Woods
Hockessin, Del. 19707

32
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I,ahoratory or Genera ir/Pose
Triplett meets Whatever your testing needs, wherever

you're working, there's a Triplett portable

tester to meet the requirements - as per-
fectly as the skills of dedicated craftsmen can

guarantee. For example, here are four winners

from Triplett's great 630 Series:

the need
precisely

1

2
3

1

2

3

MODEL 63C -A
LABORATORY V -O -M

± 11/2% DC, ± 3% AC accuracy.
One selector switch minimizes
chance of incorrect settings
and burnouts.
Rugged 5'/2" suspension
meter movement with 41/2"
mirrored scale.

$7100

MULTI -PURPOSE V -O -M
MODEL 630 -PL

One selector switch minimizes
chance of incorrect settings and
burnouts. Polarity reversing for DC.
4.4 Ohms center scale, 0.1 ohm
to 100 megohms resistance.
Meter movement diode protected
against instantaneous overloads.

$6100

1

2

3

MODEL 630 -APL
LABORATORY V -O -M

± 11/2% DC, ± 3% AC accuracy.
One selector switch minimizes
chance of incorrect settings
and burnouts. Polarity
reversing for DC.
Suspension meter movement
diodes protected against
instantaneous overloads.

1

2

3

MULTI -PURPOSE V -O -M
MODEL 630

One selector switch min mizes chance
of incorrect settings and burnouts.
4.4 Ohm center scale, reads from
0.1 ohm up to 100 megohms
resistance in 4 ranges.
20,000 ohms per volt DC
sens,tivity; 5,000 AC.

$7100

See your Triplett representative or distributor for free demonstration.

$6100

JULY 1969
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

MOTOROLA
FM/AM Table and Clock Radio Models HS-67250/CHS-67250/DHS-61250

-Intermittent Hum after a Short Period of Time

Cause: The heat sink on the power supply -audio
amplifier assembly is mounted to the board by two screws.
If either or both screw connections develop a high resist -

GROUND
TERMINAL

L102 C109

stoi
nanuto

NEGATIVE
0113 TERMINAL

tivS ADD NO. 20 GAUGE SOLID
WIRE AS SHOWN.

ance or open, a ground loop develops and produces a hum.
Correction: By repositioning the ground terminals of two
components and adding a ground strap, hum -producing
ground loops are avoided. See diagram for details.

1. Unsolder and remove ground terminal of C109
from present terminal and reground as shown. 2. Remove
ground terminal of L102 and reconnect to ground as
shown. (Same point previously occupied by C109.) 3.

Connect a 3 in. length of number 20 insulated wire be-
tween the ground terminal of L102 and the negative
terminal (outside can) of C107.

OLYMPIC
TV Chassis NDP-Horizontal Pulling and Bending under

Certain Signal Conditions

This chassis, used in models 70133, 70134, 7C135
and in some "7K" series, has a pair of long yellow and
orange wires connecting the front control panel to the
CRT socket and connecting point "E" on the chassis
board respectively. These wires should be gathered in a
flat loop and taped together so that they run "direct," the
shortest possible distance between connecting points. In
some models they were stapled to the top of the cabinet,
thereby running near the deflection yoke. This may cause
an induction of the horizontal sweep frequency into the
wire resulting in horizontal pull. When this happens, the
two wires should be "hanked" and taped.

RCA VICTOR
Troubleshooting Video Stages

Experienced radio technicians use a signal injection
technique for troubleshooting audio amplifiers that can be
readily adapted to servicing video stages. This technique is
a simple and quick method for troubleshooting either
transistor of tube type video amplifier circuits.

The troubleshooting procedure begins by injecting a

60Hz test signal at the input of the first video amplifier
stage as illustrated. The absence of a hum -bar on the screen
indicates a video amplifier problem. Next inject the signal

60 Hz INJECTION SIGNAL

PICTUREIST 2ND VIDEO
VIDE 0 VIDEO

TUBEAMP AMP OUTPUT

VIDEO
DETECTOR

at the input of each following stage until a hum -bar is pro-
duced on the screen. Obtaining a hum -bar indicates that
the stages following the injection point are passing signal
and the problem is located in the stage preceding the in-
jection point.

The filament winding of transformer -powered sets
provides a handy point to obtain a 60Hz injection signal

POWER
TRANSFORMER
FILAMENT
WINDING

6A IOmfd3CV

@I50V DC

1000-n- PROBE

Ef\ANH

- -1 ALLIGATOR CLIP

of the necessary amplitude. When servicing series filaments
chassis, a 5-8v 60Hz signal can be obtained by selecting a
point near the chassis common end of the filament line.
(The tuner filament point is at this potential in many sets.)

The test signal should be coupled to the chassis by
using an electrolytic capacitor and a resistor as illustrated.
The values of these components are not critical-a good
combination is a 10µf capacitor and a 1000st resistor.
A word of caution, however: The picture tube
filament winding of many color sets operates at a relatively
high dc potential, and since an electrolytic capacitor is
used to couple the injection signal, polarity must be ob-
served. Also the dc voltage rating of the capacitor should
be at least 150v.

WESTINGHOUSE
Radio Model RTF3030A-Hum

To eliminate hum in some radios of this model, add
one .014 500v ceramic capacitor across D104 and an-
other one across D102 at the terminal board adjacent to
the power transformer, see illustration, page 36.
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"My shop's been loaded since I got my
FCC License ... and I could kick myself
for not getting it sooner. I'm pulling in
all kinds of mobile, marine and CB
business that I couldn't touch before;
have even had some calls to work on
closed-circuit television. I've hired two
new men to help out and even with
them, I'm two weeks behind."

And so it goes. Once you have that
FCC ticket, you open the door to all
kinds of new business. And that's not
all. The knowledge you need to pass the
FCC exam gives you a fundamental
understanding of a!! electronics. You'll
find you can do more work in less time
...work on almost any kind of elec-
tronics gear.

What's the best way to get a Com-
mercial FCC License...and still keep
up with your work? Thousands of men
will tell you, "Cleveland Institute of
Electronics."

Men like August E. Gibbemeyer, for
example. He was in radio -TV repair
work before studying with CIE and get-
ting his 1st Class FCC License. Now,
he writes, "We are very happily in the
marine and two-way radio business...
servicing police and fire departments
in three communities, as well as cab

companies...and our trade has grown
by leaps and bounds."

Ed Dulaney is another example. He
started his own part-time service busi-
ness after training with CIE and pass-
ing the FCC License exam.This worked
out so well that he then opened a full-
time business. Today, he reports, "I
manufacture my own two-way radio
equipment, with dealers who sell it in
seven states, and have seven full-time
employees."

CIE has been preparing men like
these for FCC License exams since
1934. What's more, CIE backs its
Home -Study Licensing Programs with
this remarkable money -back offer:

A CIE home -study FCC License course
will quuckly prepare you for a Com-
mercial FCC License.If you fail to pass
the FCC examination after completing
your course, CIE will refund all your
tuition. You get an FCC License...or
your money back!

And only CIE offers you new, up-to-
the-minute lessons in all these subjects:
Advanced Troubleshooting Tech-
niques, How To Work With Transistors,
Microminiaturization, Pulse Theory
and Application, and many more.

Send bound -in postpaid card today
for CIE's FREE informative book
"How To GET A COMMERCIAL FCC
LICENSE." With it, we'll include a sec-
ond FREE book, "How To SUCCEED
IN ELECTRONICS." If card is missing,
use the coupon below. Cleveland Insti-
tute of Electronics, 1776 East 17th
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
NEWS FOR VETERANS: New G.I. Bill may en-
title you to Government -paid tuition for CIE
courses if you had active duty in the Armed
Forces after Jan. 31, 1955. Check box in cou-
pon for complete information.

r

L

'3

CIE
Cleveland Institute of EI lea
1,76 East 17th Street, Cleveland. Oh. 44114

Please send FREE book, "How To Get A
Commercial FCC License." Also Include your
second FREE book, "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics."

Name

Address

C ty

(Please Print)
Age

S. ate Zip
Ci Veterans check here for SI Bill Information

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronic Training ...Since 1934

ET -52
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Radio Model RTF 3030A-FM Stereo Indicator Lamp Failure

To prolong the life and to protect the FM stereo in-
dicator lamp, LA 1, add a 47S1, 1/4w resistor in series with
the lamp.

To add this resistor to the circuit, open the radio

To Sw2C-1 To LAI ADD RESISTOR IN SERIES
WITH PI I AND LAMP

O
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back cover to expose the top of the PC board. Disconnect
the wire located at the point designated P11 on the PC
board, or at the callout "To LA I." Solder one end of the
resistor to the wire and the other end of the resistor to
PI I. Tape the exposed connection.

For more information on ads and new

products, see Reader's Service, page 83.

Engineered for outstanding
eception-

-Zenith outdoor antennas
for color TV!
The best color TV deserves the best antenna. And you
can confidently sell Zenith antennas for optimum recep-
tion in any signal area. Zenith quality features include:

 Capacitor coupled cap -electronic VHF dipoles.
 Tapered UHF grid driver.
 Staggered square UHF directors.
 Low impedance, triple boom construction.
 Gold -color alodized coating, for greater corrosion

resistance and electrical conductivity.

For quality-engileered antennas and accessories,
see your Zenith Distributor.

Why not sell the best 1W/rill
The quality goes in

before the name goes on
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Krylon° Crystal Clear is standardfading and high voltage losses
equipment for all installation and keeps lead-in connections
and service work. It prevents -...:& tight.lt's the repairman's
many of the causes of picti_r: --'>-Jlegy 1.4 c., handiest repaircan.

Borden Chemica, Division of Borden Inc

Itv, 1'AL
/

t,t L E A Ito It
tt Ay

coAl
No. 13o 2

RADIO,1.1115
LecTRaPw

"IA

HEAT ,411,11.!*
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radio-tv repaircan
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Zenith's new
CFR MAC
outcolors...
outbrightens...
outdetails...
and outperforms...
every previous
giant -screen
color TV
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...and
the easiest

to service!
Zenith Chromacolor is a revolutionary new color to evision system
featuring a revolutionary new patented color picture tube . . .

pioneered, researched and developed exclusively by Zenith.
Five important engineering advances make Zenith Chrorracoloi the
most dependable color TV ever made. And by far the easiest to service.

New Chromacolor Picture Tube uses Zenith's patented black -surround
screen-together with precision electron -beam tracking and increased
light -transmission tube face-for a color picture that's more than 100%
brighter, with greater definition and sharper detail than ever achieved
in giant -screen color TV before Chromacolor.

New Titan Color Chassis combines Handcrafted dependability with
solid-state performance. All transistors are either plug-in or pal of a
plug-in assembly. All test points are flagged or coded for easy identification.

New RGB Color Circuitry is more sophisticated and highly refined to
develop greater picture sharpness and detail, with higher color fidelity.
And alignment is simplified for setup and servicing.

New Color Commander Control simultaneously adjusts contrast and
color level with brightness in proper balance. And they stay perfectly in balance
as the viewer adjusts the color picture to match changing light levels in the room.
This easy viewer adjustment means fewer false service calls to
remedy maladjustments.

Exclusive Chromatic Brain introduces TV's first integrated circuit
in a color demodulator ... for the purest reds, greens, and blues. 100% of
the color demodulator circuitry is in the easily accessible plug-in Dura-Module.

Take a good look at new Zenith Chromacolor. Designed with both you and
your customer in mind. The best giant -screen color picture! The easiest to service!

The quality goes in
before the name goes on

... for more details circle 132 on postcard
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This little part plays
a big role in radio.

Caattic,
a" AI

1 GM

This box gives you top revues. Transistor

The transistor is no bit player
when it comes to radio

performance. That's why Delco
transistors are manufactured

under controlled conditions that
assure high reliability. And

why they're thoroughly tested
before being placed in the

familiar blue and black box.

Delco Radio engineers are
leaders in auto radio design

and transistor technology.

Delco radios are original
equipment on over half

of the cars on the road.

That United Delco box is your
guarantee of genuine OEM

quality replacement parts. And
just 12 Delco transistors replace
over 7,500 other types.

Doesn't it make good sense to
stock the best?

Remember these facts when you
re -order. And remember, too,
that your United Delco supplier
handles the most recognized
name in the parts business.

Next time you think little,
think big. Think Delco.

D1-501

DELCO RADIO, Div. of General Motors, Kokomo. Ind.

GM United 10Elelc0
MARK OF EXCELLInC
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TEKLAB REPORT

Teklab presents its first
in-depth report on Channel
Master's color TV chassis

Introducing
Channel Master's
New
Color Television

Channel Masters Model 6112 color television.

 Color TV set sales were up 13 percent in
the first quarter of 1969, with 1,529,000 units
sold compared with 1,353,000 sets sold dur-
ing the same period last year, according to
EIA figures.

There were 20,600,000 color television house-
holds, or 35.5 percent of all homes with TV
in this country as of April 1; according to pre-
liminary estimates compiled by the National
Broadcasting Co.

With a great demand for color TV, Chan-
nel Master introduced its first color TV line
which includes various console models with
23in. (292sq. in.) screen.

The complete line is produced in the United
States by an independent TV manufacturer
and incorporates all the latest features.

Being the first entertainment product re-
ceived from this company, we did not waste
any time unpacking the set and giving it the
once over.

The first thing noticed was the attractive
cabinet styling with all of the customer con-
trols conveniently on the front panel.

Also included on the front panel is a BAL-
ANCE control, not found on most sets, which
allows adjustment of both color and B/W pic-
tures. During color reception the controls
enable selection of shades and hues to sat-
isfy personal desires. During B/W reception
the picture can be balanced between a cool
blue and a warm brawn (sepia).

The INSTANT ON incorporated in this
model is a push-pull switch on the rear apron
of the chassis (part of tone control). The pur-
pose of this switch is to furnish a "keep alive"
voltage of approximately 4.4vac to the fila-
ments of the tubes at all times to facilitate
the "instant on" feature. When the set is
turned off and not to be used for consider-
able time, the vacation switch should be
placed in the OFF position allowing the fila-
ments to be disconnected from the "keep
alive" voltage until such time that the set
is returned to service.

The set will operate with the INSTANT
ON switch in either of its positions; however,
in the OFF position the set will require a nor-
mal warmup period.

The set produced good picture quality and
required only a minimum of setup adjustments.
All installation and service adjustments are
standard. Prior to adjustment of the color con-
trols or checking the operation of the chroma
section, the BALANCE control should be
placed in the mechanical center of its range.

The basic chassis employed is similar to
the RCA Victor CTC15 chassis with all the
latest additional new features and circuitry.

There are a number of features on this chas-
sis which may not seem important, but will
reduce service time: wing type fasteners on
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back panel, a tuner mount on the chassis for
transportation purposes and a cathode lead
disconnect for cathode current measurement.
A 500ma fuse is placed in the cathode of the
horizontal output tube protecting the out-
put components.

Most of the circuits employed were used
in previous RCA Victor chassis but we will
review the new and important ones.

AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING CIRCUIT

The Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) circuit
(shown in Fig. 1) shifts the local oscillator

TO AFT INPUT
ON TUNER

R199
I 47K

C150
22 -r.

-1--

SW106
AF4,cH

051

T.
.001i

=

I-6400

J402 10K TP
R404

I
t / V

C409
1.000PF

I

I C408
220PF

L

D401

=. D402

frequency of the tuner to compensate for in-
correct tuning and provides the best over-
all tuning point similar to the AFC in an FM
receiver. The output of the AFT circuit is
a de bias voltage proportional to the tuning
error. This dc bias voltage is applied to a var-
actor diode within the VHF and UHF tun-
er. The capacity of the varactor diode changes
with applied bias voltage and, since the di-
ode is located in the oscillator tank circuit,
the frequency of the oscillator is shifted to
pull the RF response to the optimum tuning
point.

Power is supplied to the AFT circuit through

L403 L402
DISCRIMINATOR DISCRIMINATOR

SECONDARY PRIMARY

C406
33
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C405
33
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Fig. 1-Schematic of the AFTC
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Schematic and connection diagram of AFTC integrated
circuit.
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Rear view of the chassis showing service adjustments
and setup controls.
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three filter components, R401, C410 and D401,
from the cathode circuit of the vertical de-
flection amplifier.

The AFT circuit features a linear differ-
ential integrated circuit amplifier which re-
ceives its signal through capacitor C152 from
the 3rd IF amplifier. Plate coil L401 and capac-
itor C401 are tuned to 45.75Hz. The signal
is applied to pins 3 and 5 of IC401, both points
being the inputs of a typical differential am-
plifier. Pin #5 is at ac ground potential through
bypass capacitor C402.

The output of IC401 drives the primary
winding of L402, the discriminator transformer,

0101

R144B

R194

R192 R193 R196

70IA

R708

Fig. 2 --Diagram of the color-trac circuit.

which is tuned to 45.75MHz with a ±150MHz
bandwidth in an "S" curve. The secondary
is tuned to 45.75MHz and in turn drives dis-
criminator diodes D401 and 402. The dc volt-
age is then detected and drives the varac-
tor diodes in the tuner. If the signal at the
input is exactly 45.75MHz, no voltage is de-
veloped at the output and no correction volt-
age is fed to the tuner. If a signal at the in-
put deviates above or below 45.75MHz, a cor-
responding de voltage is developed which
shifts the tuner local oscillator frequency
higher or lower as required.

Resistor R404, capacitors C408 and C409

Top view of chassis No. 913-222708 which is similar
to an early RCA Victor chassis.
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Fig. 3 --Schematic of the instant -on and power supply circuit.
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AFTC unit mounted on the front apron of the chassis.

are filter components for the de output volt-
age as is capacitor C151 at the tuner. Resis-
tor R199 and capacitor C150 form a long time
constant network so the tuner will ignore
noise and momentary frequency shifts caus-
ed by interference signals and channel change
intervals.

The AFC switch SW106 allows the custom-
er to short circuit the de output correction
voltage if desired for manual fine tuning of
the receiver.

COLOR-TRAC CIRCUIT

The color trac circuit (shown in Fig. 2)
provides dynamic chroma gain dependent on
the setting of the contrast control. Dynamic
control is achieved because transistor Q101
is connected in parallel with the cathode re-
sistor R708 of the chroma bandpass ampli-
fier V701A. This circuit decreases the total
cathode resistance, thereby increasing chroma
gain. Total cathode resistance becomes smaller
as the transistor collector current increases
and the effective collector to emitter resis-
tance of the transistor decreases.

The color trac transistor base bias volt-
age is obtained from the voltage divider net-
work resistors R191 and R192. The voltage
varies with the voltage across capacitor C124D
which, in turn, varies with the setting of the
contrast control R119B. Through transistor
action, the collector current of transistor Q101
increases and decreases in step with the set-

ting of the contrast control. Since increas-
ing contrast causes greater conduction of
the transistor and increasing transistor con-
duction causes chroma gain to increase, the
color output then tracks with the contrast
control setting. Color trac can also be var-
ied by adjusting the color trac control R144B.
As the resistance of R144B is increased, the
voltage divider network of resistors R194,
R144B and R196 supplies more collector volt-
age to transistor Q101. The transistor gain
is thus increased and color trac action becomes
more effective.

INSTANT -ON CIRCUIT

The "instant -on" feature eliminates the
normal warmup period. The circuit (shown
in Fig. 3) consists of a push/pull switch, the
power transformer and the filament wiring
of the electron tubes.

With the ON -OFF switch in the OFF posi-
tion and the INSTANT -ON switch in the ON
position, the 120vac line voltage is applied
across the two end primary windings of the
power transformer. A voltage of approxi-
mately 4.8vac is induced from the two sets
of secondary filament windings of the power
transformer and applied to the filaments of
the electron tubes.

In the ON position, the 120vac line volt-
age is applied across one end and the center
tap primary windings of the power trans-
former. 
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ANTENNA TIME Bob explains his scheme to get a larger
bite of the 'way out' antenna market

 Bob's new outside man was out. Both Bob
and Scoot were busy at the benches.

"The antenna season is here again Scoot,"
Bob announced suddenly.

"Well, I'll admit the silence was almost
too much, but what brought that on?"

"Apparently you haven't seen the orders
Sharon has written today. We didn't get a
single antenna call last week and we've had
three already today."

"Oh boy! Back to the roofs I guess, huh
Bob?"

"I hope not, Scoot. Of course, we'll have to
take the mess off the roofs, but I hope to sell
more 'ground up' installations."

"I thought the super -tower stuff was out.
We used to have a lot of them around sev-
eral years ago, but when channels 6 and 10
came in, the tall ones faded away."

Status Symbol
"True Scoot. But it's becoming important

again. When TV first hit this area, you had
to have a tower to get even one station. Now
you can get three with an ordinary roof -top
conical. A good antenna installation, however,
will add three more. There's a lot of indepen-
dent broadcasting going on now and the peo-
ple want a better selection to pick from. Not
only that, it's becoming a status symbol. It's
a big deal to be among the first in town to
get all six channels. Also, it will boost our
technical stance."

"Excuse me for being slow, Bob, but has
that contraption on the back of the truck got
anything to do with what you're talking
about?"

"I wouldn't say you're slow, Scoot; it sure
has. I had `Smitty' weld that bracket on the
truck so we could fasten a crank -up tower
on the truck, pick up a signal and feed it right
to the customer's set."

"Hey, that's not bad. In other words, when
we go out on these antenna calls, we run the
truck out, crank up the tower and show the
customer what a good antenna installation
can do for him."

"Right, Scoot. Either that or we'll find out
that it's not that simple. In some cases we've
found we couldn't deliver the signal as eas-
ily as we thought. With the truck antenna,
we'll know ahead of time."

"Using the customer's set sounds like a

good idea, too. That way we can show the
customer exactly what he'll get with the in-
stallation," Scoot said.

The Preamplifier
"What about preamps and stuff like that,

Bob?"
"Scoot, we're bound to run into places where

the preamp is necessary. I'm going to mount
a preamp on the mast so it can be connected
easily if necessary. Then all we'll have to do
is connect the power supply at the receiver."
"Why not just leave the preamp connected

all the time? If you don't need the preamp,
just don't connect the power supply."

"Hold it, Scoot. The signal that goes through
the preamp when it's switched on goes through
a couple of transistor amplifiers. When it's
switched off, the only signal that goes through
is purely a 'leakage' signal."

"You hold it, Bob. Maybe you've got an
excuse for this, but the other day I put a fuse
in McGhee's power supply. They had lost
the distant stations but were still getting
the local ones just like the preamp unit wasn't
there."

"If you'd used a field strength meter, Scoot,
you'd have found that the signal was actually
weaker than with a direct connection. The
leakage signal was still strong enough to keep
the set out of the noise. In other words, you
were lucky."

"On some of the older installations where
we had to use preamps, we had a tough time
getting rid of interference caused by strong
local stations going through the preamp. How
are we going to get around that one, Bob?"

"It's not as bad as it used to be, Scoot. Pre -
amp manufacturers have made great strides
in reducing the possibility of overload on strong
signals. If we do run into trouble, however,
we'll use traps."

"Traps are a good bit Me preamps, Scoot.
The state of the art has also advanced."

"Furthermore, I've come across a couple
of traps the CATV people sometimes use and
they're almost unbelievable. They have a
rejection of almost 40db and an insertion loss
of only 1db. On top of that, they are tunable
to both sound and picture carriers."

"Holy smoke, that sounds almost too good
to be true."

"Well, it almost is. I didn't give you the
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whole story. They cost us about $40 each!
But I'm convinced that if we need them to
give the customer a good picture, he'll buy
them. Besides, I've seen the time when we
wasted more than $40 fooling around to get
a good picture when a trap like that would
have taken care of it. When it comes to a slim
profit or a loss, I'd rather cut the profit a
little thin and spend the $40."

Coax or Twin Lead?
"Are you going to use coax or twin lead,

Bob?"
"That depends, Scoot. I intend to use coax

on the truck but we may use twin lead - de-
pending on conditions existing on a particu-
lar job."

"I was reading an ad the other day -
I forgot whose. It claimed about the same
loss for coax as for twin lead. Why not give
it a try?"

"Actually, Scoot, the line losses are only
a part of the story in a coax installation. With
a short run, the matching transformers at
both ends of the line cause far more loss than
the line itself."

Scoot and Bob had both continued to work
at their benches during their discussion but
Scoot had slowed down as their discussion
progressed. Now he had stopped and was
obviously upset.

"Darn it, Bob, where in the world do you
get all this information? I've been in this busi-
ness long enough that I should be up on the
newer stuff at the same time you do. But you
keep turning up things I don't know about.
What's the story?"

Programed Learning

Bob laughed."We've been through this be-
fore, Scoot. I buy subscriptions to four dif-
ferent trade magazines for the shop. I keep
the whole magazine for a year and then throw
it out. The schematics in ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER are filed permanently -
as you know. Articles that I think are use-
ful for the future are torn from the maga-
zine and filed separately.

"Now, I don't think I've told you one new
thing today that can't be found in one of those
magazines over there."

"OK, OK. I remember the rest of the speech.
I just don't have time to read them, Bob. We
don't get any more than caught up and another
load comes across the bench."

"Don't give me that nonsense, Scoot. Do
you see me reading at the bench? If you really
want to go somewhere in this business you
have to keep up on your own. I buy the ma-
terial but it's up to you to keep up with it.

"Look at those hard -backs over there. Did
you ever crack one of them? There's video,
IF, sweep, color and you name it. I've invested
hundreds of dollars in service literature for
the shop-not just for me."

"Bob, I can't spare that kind of time at home.
If I'd go off in the corner for a couple of hours
my wife would knock my head off."

"I don't believe it, Scoot, but even so, that's
not what I'm asking for. I'm not asking you
to read and study hours on end each day -
just minutes. In fact, it has been determined
by educational experts that more study ma-
terial is retained when it has been learned
in short periods.

"Scoot, in 20 minutes a day you could read
all the magazines I buy, from cover to cover,
plus several hard -backs a year. Then you'd
be able to challenge me."

"I doubt that I'll ever be able to do that,
Bob."

"I keep a magazine or a book in the truck
and in the car. You never know when you'll
be tied up in a traffic jam and you can kill
some time with a book.

"I keep a supply of books on my nightstand,
too. Sometimes I can't get to sleep and I find
reading a perfect cure. And I learn at the
same time.

"I've got personal subscriptions to several
of the newsstand magazines at home to break
the routine. I even read the hobby articles.
Although I don't build anything anymore,
I frequently pick up some tips on repair or
a new circuit idea."

"Great. What's your wife have to say about
all this reading?"

"Scoot, I don't read that much. That's what
I'm trying to impress on you. It takes only
a few minutes a day. Only once or twice, I've
had to explain that I needed to get some in-
formation for something we were working
on at the shop. That was when I couldn't watch
a special on TV with her. Actually, I didn't
want to anyway.

"But most of the time she's reading, too.
She gets all the house, home, garden, lawn,
furniture, decorator and food magazines. If
anything, she's worse than I am."

"You know, Bob, I've never thought of it
that way. I'll try it. I probably waste a good
30 minutes a day just waiting for a show to
come on TV. I've always figured that a guy
really had to put on the steam to pick up this
stuff. I guess I was comparing 'keeping up'
with 'learning from scratch.' "

"Egads, Bob. Do you see what time it is?
We've gone past our coffee break. Do you
think Freddie will think we're nuts if we just
sit silently and read with our coffee?"

"Scoot, don't run it in the ground. Some-
times we ao have to take a break." 
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Color Bar Generator Survey
Careful selection of any shop test instrumert is neces-

sary to efficiency and economy. To this end, we
recently queried the manufacturers of color bar gener-
ators and obtained some interesting comments which

may guide you in future purchases.

 Color bar generators are becoming more
popular because people are buying more color
sets and the need for service is that much
greater. As proof of this, one test instrument
manufacturer made a survey of service shops
and found that in 1965, 50 percent of the ser-
vice technicians had not been exposed to color
generators. Today that figure is reduced to
only 1 percent. However, in the same period,
color TV sales climbed from one and one-half
million to nearly seven million sets, while
the number of technicians available to service
them dropped by approximately 10,000 men.
What does this all prove? It simply proves
that more color sets are sold every year and
the number of units each technician has to
repair is increasing. Consequently, a tech-
nician's servicing time is more valuable and
test instruments are more important. It also
means that a great many shops will be buy-
ing new color generators as first-time pur-
chases or to upgrade older equipment,. The
average cost per shop for this equipment will
vary from $100 to $300.

What you expect and what you get in a
color generator can vary depending on the
price and model, but there are certain fea-
tures you should consider basic necessities:
stability, pattern capability, ease of opera-
tion, lightweight and compactness. The last
three features are obvious considerations,
especially if the unit is to be used on home
service calls. Pattern capability simply means
selecting a unit which will provide the type
and number of displays you need. Stability
is probably the most important requirement
of a color generator. If price is a factor, don't
sacrifice stability for a cheaper unit.

In making this survey, we wrote to 13 manu-
facturers and asked them to comment on 11

questions concerning the design, use and fu-
ture of these instruments. We received nine
replies. Many of them were quite complete and
somewhat surprising.

What percentage of technicians use color
bar generators?

Every manufacturer agreed that 90 per-
cent of the technicians servicing color sets
use a color generator. However, there were
some conflicting thoughts as to how many
technicians actually own an instrument. This
is normal because a shop may have three or
more technicians and only one generator.
More than one manufacturer also indicated
that he had witnessed or knew of technicians
claiming to be able to properly converge a
color set strictly by eye --no generator at all.
Most claimed that this is a "dangerous" prac-
tice. It might not be "dangerous," but we can
say that without an accurate, stationary pat-
tern as a reference, convergence by the "eye-
ball" method is rough at best.

What percentage of generators in use are
tube type and more than two years old?

The number ranged from 40 to 80 percent.
Many manufacturers claimed that the reason
for the large number of tube type generators
is because owners of tube models bought them
at a low price and are reluctant to part with
them as long as they did the job.

What are your views on the use of 90 and
105 degree modulation?

There was quite a variation in answers
to this one, but most agreed that 105 degrees
is the predominate type of modulation and
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90 degrees is becoming obsolete. The reasons:
it provides better flesh tones and it is easier
for the customer to set the tint range. Two
of the manufacturers (Sencore and Lectro-
tech) indicated that either angle could be set
accurately using the vectorscope technique,
but again, 105 degrees was preferred. All of
the replies stated that their present equip-
ment is compatible with either angle.

Does your present color bar generator pro-
vide a standard 10 -bar pattern? Do all color
bar generators normally provide a 10 -bar
pattern, and if not, is yours unique in pattern
capabilities?

All of the responding manufacturers said
that their generators do provide a standard
10 -bar pattern but felt that some of the units
made by other manufacturers do not. None
of the companies claimed that their respec-
tive generators were unique in pattern capa-
bilities.

What is being done about stability problems?
Do you feel that stability is of prime interest
to the user, and if not, what are the user's
requirements?

The answers varied considerably. Sencore,
for example, indicated that stability is one
of the biggest problems in color bar gener-
ators and in some cases is caused by faulty
timing adjustments made to the equipment
by technicians. Sencore incorporates a heat-
ing element in one of its transistorized units
to provide stability because transistors change
characteristics under extreme temperatures.
They also indicated that some manufacturers
are using unijunctions which these manufac-
turers claim are not susceptible to changes
in temperature. Sencore says it has found
unijuntions to be extremely susceptible to
any temperature change and to cause insta-
bility problems to the user.

On the other hand, Mercury uses unijunc-
tion transistors which it claims do compen-
sate for stability problems. Lectrotech uses
solid-state timing circuits and claims that
this method is most stable. RCA simply indi-
cated that voltage and temperature are fac-
tors in stability and that the user should be
aware of this and follow the manufacturer's
recommendations for operation. Allied Radio
and B&K stated that they have no serious
stability problems. Amphenol said that the
practical approach to the stability problem
is to use transistorized timing circuits and

Amphenol Model 860 (transistorized).

EICO Model 385 (transistorized).

Heath Model IG-28 (transistorized).

Sencore Color Cadet Model CG18.
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MANUFACTURERS
Allied Electronics
100 N. Western Ave.
Chicago, III. 60680

Dynascan Corp.
B&K Div.
1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

Electronic Instrument Co. (EICO)
283 Malta St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

Heath Co.
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
10514 Dupont Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44108

Leader Instruments Corp.
24-20 Jackson Ave.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Lectrotech
1221 W. Devon Ave.
Chicago, III. 60626

Mercury Electronics Co -p.
315 Roslyn Rd.
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

RCA, Electric Components
415 S. Fifth St.
Harrison, N.J. 07029

Sencore
426 S. Westgate Dr.
Addison, Ill. 60101

Tripp Manufacturing Co.
Commander Div. (now has Amphenol test
instr.)
133 N. Jefferson
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Hickok Model GC660 (tubes).

 et (...11,i1 CAN rwrit..

1111 MIIII
L

Leader Model LCG-389 (transistorized).

Allied Model KG -685 (transistorized).

Mercury Model 1900 (transistorized).

RCA Chro-Bar Generator
Model WR-502A (transistorized).

Lectrotech Model V6 -B.
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Survey

temperature compensating diodes. Replies also
indicated that tube units require a warm-
up time and the addition of a heater leaves
something to be desired because of the time
lag to bring the unit up to the ambient tem-
perature.

So there is quite a difference of opinion
among the manufacturers as to what stabil-
ity means and how it is best remedied. How-
ever, the general trend seems to be the use
of solid-state devices in some type of tim-
ing circuit. From there on it looks like the
choices are: buy a unit with a built-in heater
and live with the time lag to bring the gen-
erator up to ambient temperature; buy a unit
using unijunction transistors from a manu-
facturer that will stand behind its claim that
it is stable; or, buy a transistorized gener-
ator using temperature compensating diodes
which also claims stability. Then there are
the tube models which have been in use for
some time and are doing a good job. If the
generator is going to be operating on the shop
bench where it has a change to stabilize, it
cannot be ruled out as an unlikely choice,
pecially if you believe that stability is caused
by temperature and voltage variations. One
thing that all the manufacturers do agree
on, however, is that stability is of prime con-
cern to the user.

What does the user expect from a color bar
generator?

The unanimous reply was stability, port-
ability and accuracy. Some of the manufac-
turers carried this a little further and said
that immunity to temperature change and
shock were important, but this goes along
with stability. Others added that well-defined
patterns with sharp leading and trailing edges
were essential.

Do you provide replacement unit to a user
if his is tied up for repair? Do you provide
field service centers? Do you provide fac-
tory service and how does this compare with
your service policy of two or three years ago?

These questions brought out some inter-
esting comments. None of the companies pro-
vided a loaner as a backup unit for one that
is tied up in a lengthy repair. They all claim
that lengthy repair time is an unusual situ-
ation. RCA, Amphenol, Mercury and B&K
indicated that they have service centers avail-

able across the country as well as factory
service so the problem of repair time and
the need for loaner units is virtually elimi-
nated. Sencore and Lectrotech provide factory
service only. All of the replies indicated no
changes on service policy in the past few years.

Do you provide test instrument training sem-
inars? How often? How does this compare
with previous years?

Allied, Mercury, Lectrotech and RCA re-
plied that they have no test instrument train-
ing seminars. Most, however, did say that
their distributors will allow a prospective cus-
tomer to evaluate a unit before purchase.
Amphenol, B&K and Sencore said that they
do have training seminars on test instruments
on a continual basis and this has been their
policy for years. Sencore also indicated that
their number of people in the field devoted
to these seminars has been substantially in-
creased.

Do most TV shops provide color service? Can
adequate alignment be done without a color
generator and if not, why?

Every manufacturer's reply stated that
the percentage of TV shops now servicing
color falls somewhere between 80 and 90 per-
cent. As to the question of alignment or con-
vergence of a color set without the use of a
generator, all but one company gave a flat
no --it can't be done accurately. The reasons
given for not being able to correctly align
the color set without a test instrument are
that a received station signal is not reliable
enough (presumably they mean color levels,
tint range, etc:), that the color information
for adjustments has to be properly and accur-
ately balanced and that convergence with-
out a test generator is far too time consum-
ing. The one company saying that alignment
was possible without a test unit gave no
reasons for the statement.

What about IC circuits for color generators
in the future? Will the use of these devices
affect stability, size, cost and reliability?

The responses to this question also reflect
some very different points of view. One manu-
facturer said that IC circuits are rather high
in cost and the reliability rather low, which

continued on page 78
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Hybrid
Color

Problems
Understanding hybrid re-

ceivers is only part of
the technician's required

ability for trouble-
shooting --the real trick in

hybrid circuitry is knowing
where to look first

 There are several causes for a loss of video,
and for each, a different sympton. We'll con-
centrate on the most prevalent one.

For this particular problem we will use
an RCA CTC-38 chassis as an example.

No doubt many of you have already resolved
this problem by replacing the video detector
diode. But what lead you to this "post -repair"
technique? In other words, simply replacing
the defective diode is not enough. It cures
the problem but it doesn't remove the chance
of recurrence. Of course, this does not neces-
sarily affect only hybrids; it also applies to
tube -type receivers.

If several of these chassis show up in a short
time with the identical symptom and cure --
replacement of the crystal diode --there has
to be a reason.

Since the sound diode, like the video de-
tector, is a 1N60 and gives no trouble, it means
something has to be damaging the video di-
odes. A little in-depth investigation sheds
some light on the case.

FLASH -OVER

A study of the circuitry reveals the pos-
sible cause for video diode break down. (See
Fig. 1.) The schematic shows that the grid
of the 1st video amplifier is directly coupled
to the video diode (CR202) through coil L211,
the 4.5MHz trap, L212, then through L209.
Note that the diode will pass only a positive -
going signal.

In this circuit, if the 1st video amplifier
(6GH8) flashes over internally, it can momen-
tarily cause excessive grid current. Flash-
over may possibly occur between the screen
and grid. In either case, an instantaneous
current flow is set up in the grid circuit of
6GH8. Since R239 offers only a high de re-
sistance path, the current must pass through

Fig. 1--Flash-over of the 1st video IF screen grid will
damage video diode CR202..4dd a decoupling resistor in
the screen grid circuit to prevent future diode failure.
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the diode to reach a low dc path to ground
through L210, the secondary of T205 and L204.
When this happens, the diode, opposing the
current flow, will either open or short out.
More likely, it will short out.

THE CAUSE

Going a step further we note that pin #3,
the 1st video amplifier screen, is tied direct-
ly to point X2, the 140v B + leg, which is ca-
pacitively loaded by a 20µf capacitor at the
power supply. An arc -over within the 6GH8
itself could place from 6 to 25v on the grid
and cause current flow through the circuit.
The germanium diode is ruined, replaced
and the 6GH8 settles back to normal until
the next flash -over, possibly a month or so
later.

Of course, a simple and immediate preven-

Fig. 2 --The cathode follower feeds the delay line. If this
stage is cut off by an open blanking diode, the luminance
component of the picture will be smeared and the "Y"
amplifier will remain in a semi -cut-off condition resulting

DELAY LINE

01n5O-

+450
0

CR708
BLANKING
DIODE

NEGATIVE
HORIZ
PULSE

I

I 680pf 1
C 753

680K 180K
R767 R770
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L708 a

R766
750 o

HAS BEEN
ELIMINATED

18K

R768
10K
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....3.3 K
R769

C752
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TUBE
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.22)H4f_. 0 0 001)
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CONTROL
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0
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PULSE

Fig. 3 -Vertical and horizontal blanking of the video output stage.
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tative might be to replace the offending 6GH8
as insurance. But this will only guarantee
against any recurrence until the next flash-
over.

Engineers do not design circuits to func-
tion intermittently, but sometimes circuit
defects do not show up until after the unit
has been on the market for some time. Even
the automobile industry has its problems
and they have been at it a long time. The cir-
cuit in Fig. 1 was designed to provide as much
gain as possible for several reasons --burst
and sync amplification, with enough luminance
signal to drive the 2nd video amplifier. The
circuit in Fig. 2 shows that the 2nd video stage
is a cathode follower with the cathode feed-
ing the delay line. The luminance informa-
tion has to be obtained without signal inver-
sion and with sufficient strength to activate

the grid of the "Y" amplifier. It could also
have been a case of amplification versus com-
petitive economy using the tube with broad
frequency response and gain.

SCREEN SUPPRESSION

Replacing the 1st video amplifier tube and
the diode repaired the video problem, but
after this comes a post -repair guarantee that
recurrence will not take place. Referring to
Fig. 1, there is nothing in the output of this
stage we would want to disturb. However,
since the screen is tied directly to the 140v
B -f-, we have a means of suppressing the screen
so it has far less tendency to flash over. Cut-
ting the "land" or circuit material at contact
#3 of the 1st video amplifier tube socket, we
can insert a 22011 1/2w decoupling resistor

R -Y

TO RED

M

FROM
'X"

DEMOD T

270v

B -Y

3900

FROM
zit

DEMOD

120K

150K

GRID

0-405v

0 GRN.

GRID

TO BLUE
GRID

405v

DC
CLAMP
DIODES

0405v

HORIZ.
PULSE
INPUT

Fig. 4-DC clamping of the CRT grids with diodes.
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Hybrid Color Problems ...

between X2 and the screen grid. This will
isolate and suppress the screen. Also, install
a .0010 NPO disc -type capacitor between
contacts 3 and 4 of the tube socket to bypass
any screen grid RF to ground. Do not remove
the twist -lug at X2. However, if it does not
hold firmly, solder a single "tie -point" to the
socket contact #4 and transfer the wiring
to this point. It will make a more rigid and
neater -appearing job.

THE BLANKING DIODE

A study of Fig. 3 will reveal several new
items in this circuit of the hybrid RCA Vic-
tor CTC38 chassis. (This chassis is used in
at least 23 RCA Victor models.) Two other
chassis, the CTC22 and the CTC36, in the
14 and 18 in. ac -dc portables have essen-
tially the same circuitry. In the CTC38
chassis the video output stage is a 12HG7
tube driven by a 5GH8 tube. Because of
this similarity, and to make it less confus-
ing, we'll review the CTC38 chassis.

First, we will cover the function of the blank-
ing diode. In the past, horizontal retrace blank-
ing was accomplished grids by
applying a strong negative -going pulse from
the blanker stage to the cathodes of the ma-
trixing (color difference) amplifiers. By em-
ploying diode clamping circuits, the CRT grids
are no longer available for this function. (See
Fig. 4.)

Vertical retrace blanking was obtained
in most color receivers by applying a posi-
tive -going vertical pulse to the CRT cathodes
through the plate circuit of the "Y" ampli-
fier. This method was unsatisfactory, espe-
cially with the arrival of the rectangular color
tube. Several applications were employed
by the various TV manufacturers to feed a
vertical pulse into the 2nd video amplifier
grid for retrace blanking. Those receivers
using a cathode follower 2nd video amplifier
simply had to switch the vertical pulse feed
line to the grid of this tube. But those receiv-
ers using only a single stage of video ampli-
fication were confronted with a signal inver-
sion problem requiring a negative -going pulse
to be fed to the video amplifier grid. The re-
sult was a separate injection point for hori-
zontal and vertical pulses which increased
production cost because. of the added parts.

By a simple circuit innovation, RCA Vic-
tor picks a negative -going vertical pulse from
the yoke and applies it to a .047µf "waveshap-

ing" capacitor, C752 in Fig. 3. This large ca-
pacitor differentiates the waveform coming
from the yoke by removing the sawtooth por-
tion while retaining the retrace component.
The resulting waveshape is then slightly in-
tegrated by both the .010 capacitor, C751,
and the 33011 resistor, R769, to widen and
delay the retrace portion. Applied to the same
junction point are the negative -going hori-
zontal pulses from the plate of the blanker
tube through the 180K resistor, R770, and
the 680pf capacitor, C753.

DIODE FUNCTION

During active scanning intervals, the blank-
ing diode, CR708, is biased "on" by the 680K
resistor, R767, connected to the B + supply.
The diode now directly couples the output
of the delay to the .22µ f capacitor, C754, which
feeds the grid of the video output stage. Un-
der this condition, luminance information
is passed. However, during the negative -pulse
portions of the blanking waveforms the di-
ode is turned off. This "switches off" the out-
put of the delay line during the time nega-
tive pulses are being on the "Y"
amplifier grid. Regardless of settings of the
contrast and brightness controls, these pulses
are more than enough to cut off the video
output stage, thereby cutting off the beam
current in the CRT.

NO RASTER

In all three of these RCA Victor chassis
the low-level signal is fed from a cathode fol-
lower into the delay line. Note that the cath-
ode circuit reaches ground only after arriving
at the junction of the blanking diode, CR708,
and a choke coil, L708, where the choke feeds
into a 75011 1/2w resistor, R766. This L -R
assembly effectively blocks the ac signal com-
ponent while giving the cathode of the cath-
ode follower a low resistance dc path to ground.

Naturally, failure of either the choke or
resistor will cut off the cathode follower func-
tion. When this happens there can be no sig-
nal transfer and the video output stage re-
mains in a semi cut-off state, thus greatly
reducing the CRT beam current. Result: ei-
ther no raster at all, or a very dimly illumi-
nated CRT screen even at high brightness
setting.

There are several possibilities for failure
continued on page 78
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ANTENNA
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TEST LAB REPORT

TUNER 101 I.F.

VERT INPUT

0 TO VIDEO SET
LOAD RESISTOR 39623 DETECTOR

VIDEO
DET

BLACK CORD,

BLUE ,NOT USED,

The simplified setup employing
three cables for an over-all align-
ment check.

for more details circle 900 on postcard

Sencore's Model SM152
Sweep and Marker Generator

Align the TV chassis and do a professional job with
a simplified sweep/marker generator

 Too many television sets that require com-
ponent replacement in the tuner, Video IF
or chroma section, are leaving the shop with-
out alignment.

In the past, the large number of test instru-
ments and the complexity of connections made
technicians fearful of TV alignment.

Recently, we received the Sencore SM152
Sweep and Marker Generator for Testlab
evaluation .

The separate sweep and marker genera-
tors of the past are combined into this one
instrument with crystal controlled markers
for accuracy.

On the front panel the instrument has

an 11 in. illuminated slide -rule dial for easy
frequency readings. Three curves of the RF,
IF and chroma with marker locations are dis-
played, eliminating the need to refer to the
manual for the ideal curve shape. Also, there
are 19 markers available by push buttons.

The portable unit is housed in a vinyl covered
steel case with carrying handle.

The generator comes with a special 3001)
matching pad No. 39G22. This pad is used
to match the 751) output of the generator to
the 3001) input of the TV and FM receivers
and to terminate the RF cable to prevent
standing waves and distortion.

The special video detector probe, N. 39G23,
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Sencore Model SM152 sweep/marker gener-
ator.

has a built-in isolation resistor and a video
detector, making the unit complete for all
types of alignment.

We found a number of important features
on this instrument including; (1) linear sweep
for all TV and FM alignment from 10MHz
to 920MHz; (2) calibrated sweep width from
.3MHz to 15MHz (calibration is not affected
by frequency generated on either VHF or
UHF); (3) the sweep frequency generator
is calibrated in MHz and also in TV channel
numbers; (4) the swept 3.58MHz chroma sig-
nal is added to the RF output to check chroma
response in the over-all system through the
IF and bandpass amplifiers (chroma is also
available at the chroma output jack for direct
injection into the bandpass amplfiers); (5)
crystal controlled markers for IF and RF by
just pushing a button --a crystal controlled
marker will appear on the sweep response
curve. Marker frequencies available are 39.75,
41.25, 41.67, 42.17, 42.67, 44.25, 45.75, 47.25,
4.5, 4.08, 3.58 and 3.08MHz. Markers at the
RF Video carrier on channels 4,5,10 and 13
are also available. The sound RF carrier is
obtained by pushing the 4.5MHz crystal
push button on any RF channel. Extra push-
buttons and a crystal jack enables adding
other crystal marker points if necessary; (6)
special FM crystal marker frequencies of
10.7, 10.6 and 10.8MHz are generated simul-
taneously so that you can view the "S" curve
during FM alignment; (7) a special variable
marker generator for IF spot alignment of
older sets is available using a variable oscil-
lator to generate frequencies from 39MHz to
48MHz.

The oscilloscope is important in sweep align-
ment. If the scope has poor low frequency res-
ponse, a phase :hift in the vertical amplifier
or a phase shift between the horizontal and
vertical amplifier, the respo 1,4e curve can
be misleading.

This sweep and marker g. erator has an

ultra linear sweep and a flat automatically
controlled output which can be used to check
the scope before any alignment is started.

The instrument is easy to connect and re-
quires only three cables for the alignment of
a color TV receiver. The setup is shown in the
illustration.

The RF cable is connected to the antenna
terminals, the mixer tube in the tuner or to
the individual IF stages depending upon the
alignment instructions of the particular manu-
facturer. The 39G22 matching pad is used
in most cases as it not only acts as a 300 0 match
for the antenna terminals on the TV set or
FM tuner, but it terminates the cable so that
no standing waves are present. When using
the RF frequencies of channel 2 and above.
or for 88 to 108MHz for FM, the RF cable
is connected to the antenna terminals of the
set. If IF alignment is being performed, the
RF cable with the matching pad is either con-
nected to the mixer test point or capacity
coupled to the mixer tube. The test point is
easy to find as it is located next to a square
hole on the tuner. On some solid-state tuners
the test point is on top of the tuner as in tube
models, in others it is located on the side of
the tuner. To capacity couple to the mixer
tube, you can use an ungrounded tube shield
in the older tuners, or use a conductive foil
wrapped around the mixer tube if the shield
is not removable. The foil should be covered
with tape to prevent it from shorting to the
shield. In either case, the hot lead of the match-
ing pad is connected to the shield or foil and
the other lead to ground. When using the
matching pad for injection of the IF signal
into individual stages, a capacitor is not needed
as it is already built into the pad. The match-
ing pad is not used for 75 CI systems. The detec-
tor cable is connected from the generator
detector IN jack to the various points as des-
cribed in the individual alignment procedures.
The scope VERTICAL INPUT cable is con-
nected from the scope V jack on the gener-
ator to the vertical input of the scope. The
scope H jack may also be used if the scope
has no line position on the horizontal amplifier.

Complete alignment of the RF and IF ampli-
fiers in FM receivers can also be performed
with the sweep marker generator. The gen-
erator will provide an RF signal from 88 to
108MHz when the range switch is set on the 50
to 120MHz band, and will provide the 10.7MHz
swept signal for IF alignment on the 10 to
55MHz band. The 10.7MHz marker has auto-
matic 100kHz side markers at 10.6MHz and
10.8MHz when the button is depressed. A
nonswept 10.7MHz crystal controlled signal
is also available from the 10.7MHz jack on
the front panel. Alignment of the FM stereo

continued on page 81
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TEST LAB REPORT

Seco Model 88
tube tester.

Seco Model 88
Tube Tester
This lightweight unit in the low
price range will test most B/W
and color picture tubes

for more details circle 901 on postcard

 The Seco Model 88 Tube Tester is at-
tractively housed in an anodized 16 gage
aluminum molded Royalite case. It is light-
weight and an ideal unit to carry on service
calls.

It will check all popular tubes including
novars, nuvistors, 10 pin types, compactrons,
decals, magnovals and most B/W and color
picture tubes. This unit will make up to 11
simultaneous tests for leaks, shorts, grid emiss-
ion, tube merit and filament continuity.

The circuitry in this tester employs a vacuum
tube meter and the test results are ampli-
fied by a 12AU7 tube. Low test voltages and
currents reduce shock hazards or damage
to the tester or tube under test.

The tester also employs an index flip -over
card system for setup data and describes addi-
tional tests on individual tubes. New setup
information is available periodically and free
of charge to all registered owners.

There are five controls which are designed
to speed setup time from one tube to another.
The FIL VOLTS control selects the proper
heater voltage (1-50v). SWITCH R --element
pin selector and isolation switch. SWITCH
L --heater pin arrangement selector remains
in "normal" position for tubes using pins three
and four as filaments. FUNCTION SWITCH--
selects desired test. LOAD control provides
proper load impedance test.

Next month's Testlab report will cover
the B&K Model 415 Marker/Sweep Generator.

CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS
A. METER 1.Oma, 2 percent full scale accur-

acy. Read-out for all test information. B. AMPLI-
FIER CIRCUIT--two-stage dc amplifier incor-
porating a 12AU7 tube. 1. In the "GCT" posi-
tion, the amplifier is biased to 1.0ma (near
cut-off). Presence of positive grid conditions or
other leakages causes rise in plate current.
2. Provides amplification of test information
for protection of tube under test. Current
is limited so meter cannot be pegged. C. GCT
SHORTS AND LEAKAGE SENSITIVITIES
produces deflection to "?" on meter scale.
1. Reverse Grid Current -0.61.a current in a
1.0M resistance. 2. Grid to Cathode Equiva-
lent Resistance --50M. 3. Cathode to Heater
Emission--12.5pa at 25v. 4. Cathode to Heater
Equivalent Resistance --2M. D. TUBE MERIT
TEST --1. Average good tube reads 100. 2.
Emission reading to "?" is 70 percent of tube
manufacturer's specifications at rated heater
power. 3. Multi -sectioned tubes: each section
checked independently. Power supplies--
140vdc plate supply for amplifier circuit; 22vdc
Merit Test Supply; 1-50v Heater Supply and
25vdc for GCT Supply. Input --110-125v, 50-60Hz
ac. Size --12.5 x 9 1/2 x 5 in. Weight 6 lb 11 oz.
Price --$74.50 net. 
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Emphasis on Service
Turning a prospect into a buying customer is not the

toughest job. Making him a permanent customer is the
difficult and necessary task of any successful business

 "The best way to keep a prospect as a custom-
er," according to Ben H. Goedeker, 16 -year tel-
evision repairman and dealer in St. Louis, "is to
make him a believer."

It takes excellent service to make believers,
so Goedeker TV Sales & Service puts most of its
effort into the shop rather than the sales floor.
That's pretty surprising because this prospering
St. Louis firm did three times as much dollar vol-
ume in sales as in service last year.

Reliability is the cornerstone in a customer's
faith in your service. "The biggest thing is to do
what you promise to do," Goedeker states. "For
instance, I notify the customer ahead of time if
I have a conflict and if I cannot get out there Tues-
day as I promised, I call by Monday to let him know."

Willingness To Serve
Willingness to make recalls is another element

in creating service believers at Goedekers. "Too
many shops discourage customers from a recall
hoping they will call somebody else because there
is no money left in the job," Goedeker observes.

Goedeker TV in St. Louis has been remodeled twice in the past
six years and reflects the neat. uncluttered atmosphere of a
well -run ship Ben Goedeker takes pride in.

"But we always make the recall graciously, even
if it's a nuisance, because sometimes all he needs
is some personal assurance that his set is all right."

This service -minded dealer will also make a sec-
ond call if a customer requires it. But when it isn't
justified, he has a standard technique for prevent-
ing a repeat. "We just tell the customer that if
this last adjustment doesn't satisfy him, then we
will have to take the set into the shop and he real-
izes that the free servicing is at an end."

Part of the Goedeker customer convenience
and reliability is a willingness to pinpoint service
of delivery appointments. Delivery or service calls
are scheduled to within one hour if a customer
requires it. For those who want to take as little
time from work as possible, Goedeker will sche-
dule a lunch hour delivery.

Service Policy
A concrete example of how service builds sales

at Goedeker's is seen in the popularity of the shop's
nine -month service policy for color sets. Of the
250 to 300 color sets sold this year, 70 percent car-
ried the Goedeker nine -month policy which, when
added to the industry's three-month program,
protects the customer for a full year.

"This nine -month service for a flat $19.95 is a
real sales clincher for us," Ben Goedeker says.
"When a customer is on the fence about wheth-
er to buy a new set, I close the deal by telling him
that he can consider taking our nine -month pol-
icy after the first three months have elapsed. Half
of our policies are sold this way."

Flat Rates
"The customer who is concerned about service

after the sale is our best sales prospect because
he isn't nearly as worried about the purchase price.
He isn't a 'haggler.' "

Goedeker does a great deal of "flat rating" his
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service charges. For instance, it is $1 for a minor re-
pair of an AM transistor radio brought to the count-
er, such as resoldering a battery clip. If the rad-
io has to be left, then a flat fee of $4.95 plus parts
is charged whether repair time required is a half
an hour or four hours.

The firm also has some minimum -maximum rates.
For instance, AM/FM transistor radio repair is
quoted from a $4.95 minimum to a $10 maximum
plus parts.

Television rates are $3.50 for a B/W set carried
in and $6.95 for a service call. Color is $8.95.

Goedeker's service charges have been raised
only in line with its increased costs. "And this ulti-
mately is the only way any price can hold up," Goede-
ker believes. "Hiking rates because customers

We Keep our promises with service End that makes our selling
job easy. Beri Goedeker smiles as he explains the features of
a new TV in his beautifully decorated 1800 sq. ft. showroom.

App'oximately 1400 sq. ft.
of the building is used for
the service shop and ware-
house. It is a policy at Goe-
deker s for the technicians
to s'art each day with a gen-
eral clean up as Ben Goedek-
er balieves that customers
judce the kind of service
they get by the appearance
of tie shop.

won't complain eventually creates a situation that
is tempting to the price -cutting, fly-by-night op-
erator. If we do a job worth $40 of labor, then we
charge exactly $40."

The policy at Goedeker TV is to do any tube
part replacement in the home, if possible. He stocks
his truck with a sizable tube inventory and the
repairman carries a tube checker into the home.
If he does not have a particular tube, there is no
extra charge for his time in returning with it.

not try to have our outside man trouble-
shoot in the home. This takes too much time and
we keep him moving as his time is the most pro-
ductive and profitable service product we have."

The Goedeker TV staff includes the owner, who
services and sells; three full-time and one part-
time serviceman. In the last six years, sales at
Goedeker's have in-
creased six times while
service volume rose
2 1/2 times. "But it's
service that pays the
overhead --the most pro-
fitable dollar that we
take in. So we are go-
ing to continue a strong
service policy," Goe-
deker declares. 

The technicians on house
calls use fully equipped vans
with a tube caddy and tube
tester as part of their equip-
ment. The technician has
an ample stock of parts and
is encouraged to repair the
set in the home if possible
but not if it involves time-
consuming troubleshooting.

1-
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Fig. 1 - Out -of -focus picture caused by
defective focus element in the CRT.
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`Oddball' Color TV Problems

Almost all the color TV prob-
lems you'll ever have to solve can
be categorized on the fingers of
your two hands. But you'll bump
into one occasionally that you nev-
er saw before. When you do, it is
advisable to keep a detailed record
on it. Chances are it will show up
again later. The record will save
you time.

Here are some seldom -seen prob-
lems that have been encountered
over the years. Make a record of
them, too.

'Hokus Pokus' - No Focus
A blurred, out -of -focus picture

(Fig. 1) appeared on the screen of a
CTC17 RCA color chassis which
had been brought to the shop for
observation. Like most of these
unusual "dogs," the job looked
easy at first glance. But this one
held true to its "canine character."

Tubes were checked and substi-
tuted - and a VTVM assured us
that all voltages were normal at
the CRT socket. The CRT anode
voltage also checked normal. The
VTVM, with HV probe attached,
read 4.8kv at terminal 9 of the
CRT and the focus control would
also vary focus voltage correctly
through its range. The CRT socket

VIOL

.0a,z Disc.
1/3 6/10

1

was removed from the tube, pin 9
was closely inspected and cleaned
but nothing unusual was noted.

The one big item left was the
CRT. But the tester we used gave
the CRT a clean bill of health.

Only one thing left - substi-
tute the CRT or connect the chassis
to a color test jig. The set worked
fine on the jig, we substituted the
CRT and this was the end of the
problem. Evidently the focus ele-
ment in the CRT had opened. A
very expensive break.

HV Pulse Regulation Problems

On this one, let's first take a look
at Zenith's pulse HV regulator
circuitry as used in the 20X1C36
chassis (see Fig. 2).

The flyback transformer re-
ceives a strong pulse at the hori-
zontal rate, after which the wind-
ings "ring" during the remainder
of the horizontal scanning.

A 6HS5 regulator tube is used in
this chassis. Its control grid (ele-
ment 2) receives a 40v P -P flyback
pulse (Fig. 3) from the horizontal
oscillator cathode at the beginning
of each cycle and then "drifts"
during the remainder of the cycle.

The circuit works as follows:
With an added load on the 3A3A

VT220:3A . :,
3A3A

.
1.1 V RECT

_ I la la
3.2

DC'

VI9
6.136A

NOR12 OUT T

.10V

V2I
61433

VOLT REG

V22
6DV/4A.

6DWA a 6CJ3
DAMPER

Fig. 2 - Horizontal sweep and HV section of Zenith 20X1C36 chassis.
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Make your job easier by keeping a record of frustrating encounters

HV rectifier (more current being
drawn), this loads the tertiary HV
winding. This action lowers the
HV output which subdues ringing.
The tertiary winding load is reflec-
ed back into the primary through
mutual coupling - causing a
voltage drop in the primary as
does the ringing.

Now when the primary winding
recovers and brings back the ring-
ing level, this is reflected back into
the tertiary, or HV winding, bring-
ing up its ringing and thus its volt-
age level - which pushes the HV
to the original 25kv level. The cor-
rect waveform on the cathode
(terminal 4) is shown in Fig. 4.

Additional loading by the CRT
during brightness level will load
the tertiary through the 3A3A,
which cuts down the ringing, then
by mutual coupling reduces ring-
ing in the primary; this lowers
damper output, reducing regula-
tor control, lightens the primary
load and brings the pulse, ringing,
and HV at the 3A3A up to 25k.

One added advantage of this cir-
cuit is the focus voltage derived
from the primary. When the ter-
tiary loading increases and drops
the primary voltage, focus voltage
also drops. When regulator action
is reduced, raising the primary and
focus voltage, the focus recov-
ers to bring back the correct HV.

Thus, we can see that focus volt-
age is always "tracking" HV -
resulting in improved focus during
varying amounts of brightness
level. Positive pulses occurring at
retrace time are coupled from the
horizontal oscillator to the regula-
tor tube grid. A proper 2kv P -P
pulse at the regulator tube plate
is shown in Fig. 5.

The regulator tube is "gated on"
during retrace time only. With the
regulator tube conducting only
during the retrace interval, it oper-

ril'eLr (Yr
Fig. 3 - Proper 40v P -P pulse which
appears at the 6HS5 regulator tube grid.

F;g. 4 - Proper 2v P -P waveform at cath-
ode of the 6HS5 regulator.

Fig. 5 - A 2kv P -P pulse at the plate
terminal of the 6HS5 voltage regulator.

ates at higher efficiency, extends
tube life, has virtually no effect on
raster width and the X-ray emis-
sion hazard is not a problem at this
state. Just one more case of "imag-
ineering" in the electronics field.

Now for some problems that may
be encountered in this type circuit.

Possible Problems
One chassis was observed to

have sluggish HV regulation, and
voltage checks in the regulator
and horizontal sweep section

checked normal. The scope was
connected and the pulse regulator
circuit waveshapes were checked.
At terminal 2 of the 6HS5 (control
grid of V21 Fig. 1), the horizontal
pulse was missing (see Fig. 3 for
the correct waveform). A few more
checks revealed that C117, a 68pf
capacitor from the cathode of
V1813, had opened. Result - no
control pulse and little HV regu-
lation. Always scope test points for
either correct or incorrect wave-
forms.

In some Zenith color TV chassis
that use the 6HS5 regulator tube,
you may have noted that the pulse
regulator plates will run red hot
and the raster will pull in on the
left side, then the picture goes
blurred and may black out. This
usually occurs when the line volt-
age is 125vac or higher. If you have
this problem, replace the 6HS5
tube and remove the jumper wire
from between the 6HS5 socket
terminals 3 and 4 (V21) and ground
terminal 3 to the chassis. Then
connect all other leads (taken off
terminal 3) to pin 4 (cathode of
V21) and check HV for proper set-
ting. Now this same condition
could be caused by an inadequate
drive pulse, a gassey 3AT2 (in
some models), improper screen
voltage, shorted yoke or sweep
transformer and other excessive
loads on the sweep circuits. You
should make this modification
first, however.

'Eyeball Buster'

Remember back when you would
come across a B/W TV having
a keystoned picture. Then, as
now, technicians in the "know"
would immediately remark "short-
ed yoke windings or bad capacitor
across the deflection coils." We
now have the same trouble with
color but we see the keystoned
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picture in "living color." This
condition appeared in a CTC19A
RCA color chassis (see Fig. 6 sche-
matic). The cause of this colorful
picture was a shorted 100pf, 3kv
capacitor across L102 - the
horizontal deflection yoke winding.

A shorted horizontal coil wind-
ing, and even shorts between the
vertical and horizontal coil, can
cause this same problem. Many
times a defective yoke or capac-
itors in the yoke circuit will cause
a loss of high voltage and, of course,
the CRT screen will not light. If
the horizontal sweep circuits check
out normal and the CRT and asso-
ciated circuits are all normal, then
the horizontal yoke is a good sus-
pect.

To determine if the deflection
yoke is defective, substitute a
variable inductance (a coil that
can be adjusted from 10 to 50mh)
in place of the horizontal yoke
windings. If you don't have a var-
iable inductance or a substitute
yoke, then try this:

Slip the yoke off the CRT and
switch the set on from a cold start.
Place the yoke away from the
tubes in the set so they won't heat
the yoke. Let the receiver operate

TO

Pw 700 SO

735v

J.

1 5 750K
V 1=a1111

about 15 minutes. Then, after
switching off the set, carefully
feel the yoke windings. If you
detect a warm winding or "hot
spot," the yoke has a shorted wind-
ing and is defective. This works
equally well for checking the verti-
cal yoke windings. Also, care-
fully touch the capacitors on the
yoke. If warm or hot, replace them,
too. (Use caution - they may be
red hot.)

'Confused' Contrast and
Brightness Controls

On this Zenith 25NC37 color
TV, the owner claimed that the
contrast control acted like the
brightness control when adjusted,
and vice versa. (See schematic
Fig. 7.) In fact, the picture would
bloom and the screen would go
dark if the contrast was adjusted
fully CW. This symptom can be-
come confusing and may seem im-
possible. It can happen, however,
and the "bad actor" in this set was
a shorted 200µf electrolytic, C27A,
in the contrast control circuit. It
acts as the cathode bypass for the
"Y" amplifier and connects from
the wiper leg of the contrast con-
trol to chassis ground. If this capac-
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itor opens, the symptom would be
no contrast control action or very
little action.

Other 25NC37 color sets have
been known to produce a varying
amount of picture contrast. Check
C27A because it can cause this
trouble if it becomes intermittent-
ly defective. If the contrast con-
trol, R7, goes bad, it can also cause
the same trouble previously des-
cribed.

Oscillating Pincushion
Correction Circuit

This color set problem caused
quite a "flap" in the shop until the
problem was solved. The symp-
toms appeared like a pulsating
colored ball at the top left cor-
ner of the CRT screen. On another
set, it took the form of an "eagle"
at the bottom of the screen. These
"odd ball" events took place in a
Zenith color TV chassis, 20Y 1C48,
which uses a 6KT8 for pincushion
correction.

After much time and effort, the
scope located some strange oscil-
lations at the 6KT8 grid (terminal
2) and at the plate (terminal 3).
See the circuit of V11A shown in
Fig. 8. We assumed this oscilla-
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Fig. 6 - High voltage section of RCA CTC19A color chassis.
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tion was set up by variations or
changes in some component toler-
ance.

The cure we found for this prob-
lem was to install ferrite sleeves
over all leads connected to pin-
cushion correction circuits of
V11A. Apparently this dampened
the oscillations.

White Streaks that 'Sing'
This trouble has been observed

on both Zenith B/W and color TV
sets, plus other brands. One type
of symptom you may observe is
shown in Fig. 9. At times, when you
first switch the set on, these
streaks will appear and then the
screen goes black. Many times this
symptom will be accompanied by a
loud high pitched squeal emitted
from the horizontal sweep system.

As you may have already
guessed, the problem is an open
filter capacitor in the B -I-supply.
The filter that caused this trouble
in a Zenith 25NC38 chassis (See
Fig. 10) is C27D and is in the 250v
B + line that supplies voltage for
the horizontal oscillator and sweep
circuits.

Bridge a new capacitor across
the 250v line or use a scope to
check for too much ac ripple. II

Fig. 9 - Streaks on screen caused by
defective electrolytic filter.
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

COLOR TV 703
Series has latest features

Three color television console addi-
tions to the Custom Color series are
introduced. Model CF611W, finished

in walnut, is styled with an overhang
top and tapered legs. It features a
295sq in. viewable screen (23in.
measured diagonally). Included in the
set are automatic fine tuning, variable
tone control, preset volume control,
illuminated channel indicators, mem-
ory fine tuning and a color level
monitor. List price is $529.95.
Sylvania.

X-RAY DETECTOR 704
Detector measures soft TV radiation

Introduced is a small, lightweight
radiation detector to indicate the pres-
ence of harmful radiation. It is de-
signed for monitoring the weak but

potentially dangerous X-rays some-
times given off by color television sets.
It is easy to operate and needs no bat-
teries. Simply pick up the detector and
shake for a few seconds until the red
beads float in the plastic chimney. The
electrostatically charged beads let you
see at a glance if a dangerous X-ray
condition exists. If X-rays are present,
the beads will fall to the bottom of
the cage. The intensity of the radia-
tion can be determined by the length
of time it takes the beads to reach the
bottom, according to a scale furnished
with the detector. The radiation de-

tector can also be used for nuclear
fallout detection. Simple instructions
are provided to tell you how to deter-
mine the strength of the radiation. Re-
tail price is $12. Circle Square.

TV ANTENNAS 705
Reception includes
TV channels and FM band

A series of television antennas re-
portedly provides improved color and
monochrome reception on all TV
channels and the FM band. An op-
tional extra "Power Zoom" UHF
element can be used to increase gain
of about 35 percent on difficult chan-
nels. The design, together with the

construction of the antennas, provides
for their ability to withstand winds
and icing conditions. The five antenna
models in the series, available for
direct 30012 installation and instantly
convertible to 752 operation by snap -
on transformers, are for areas classi-
fied from "local" to "deep fringe"
in signal strength. The antennas are
compact, lightweight and factory pre -
assembled. VUfinder Plus antennas
are priced from $21.95 to $64.95.
Jerrold.

RADIO 706
Eleven band receiver
operates on ac or batteries

Introduced is the Royal 7000 trans-
oceanic portable radio reportedly un-
equalled by any receiver of its kind.
Its II bands provide listeners with
the power to tune in the world.
Operating on standard flashlight bat-
teries, I I5v or 230vac power, the
receiver provides VHF/FM pretuned
weather band; long wave weather/
navigation; marine and weather, ship -
to -ship and amateur reception on
shortwave I and II; five international
shortwave bands; FM and AM broad-
cast bands. With an exclusive beat

frequency oscillator, the radio pro-
vides reception of single side band,
code, Consol and Consolan naviga-
tional bearing transmissions. Weight
with batteries is 15 Ib, 13 oz. Zenith.

MICROPHONE 707
Miniature microphone
weighs less than 3oz.

A miniature, lightweight dynamic
cardioid microphone is announced.
The microphone, Model 2850, weighs
less than 3oz. It may be used in the
hand, on a stand or, using the cord

and clip supplies, as a lavalier. Its di-
rectional cardioid pickup pattern ef-
fectively cancels sound arriving from
the rear and provides peak -free re-
sponse to sounds arriving from the
front. The microphone is 6in. long,
has a head diameter of 1 13/16in. and
has a housing molded of Cycolac. It
has a 70-12,000Hz frequency response
range, high -low impedance combina-
tion (works with any amplifier), and
an on -off shorting switch. At high im-
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Stepup...Lead-in Loud and Clear with Belden

TV lead-in.
Belden makes all kinds. In-

door, outdoor,
for color and black and

white reception.
All have one thing in.

common:
for price and performance

you

won't find better lead-in anywhere.
They

provide a picture-perfect link between

antenna
and set. Since no two installa-

tions are alike, Belden gives the right

choice for every situation.
But don't

skimp on your lead-in.
Step up . . . choose

one that gets the most out of the cus-

tomer's overall investment.
One that

will delight
the eye and ear with quality

reception.
For the absolute

best, check

out 8285 and 8290: the Color Twins. You

won't find anything
comparable

for all -

channel
black and white as well as living

color. Your Belden Distributor
has all

the facts. Talk to him today. Belden

Corporation,
P.O. Box 5070-A,

Chicago,

Illinois 60680.

1111111111111EVIIII
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what else needs
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DEALER SHOWCASE

pedance the output level is -60db; at
15012 (low) impedance, output is
-62db. The microphone is supplied
with a 12ft. cable. List price $40.
Conrac.

RADIO INTERCOM
Can employ eight
indoor stations

708

Introduced is the FM -I 6W radio/
intercom. Flick the "talk/listen"
switch at any station to "listen" and
AM/FM radio music or intercom

calls can be received. Calls auto-
matically override music-eliminating
shouting-and are completely private;
no "eavesdropping" from other sta-
tions is permitted. The system can
employ as many as eight indoor sta-
tions in addition to the master and
door stations. Calls to anyone in the
home can be accomplished from any
station. Security is provided with the
resident able to answer the door from
any station in the home. Emerson
Electric.

RADIO RECEIVER 709
83 shortwave bands in
four tunable ranges

An advanced version of the SX-122
receiver with dual conversion of all
radio bands providing AM, CW, SSB
and shortwave reception in the fre-
quency range of 540kHz to 34MHz is
introduced. Frequency coverage of

the receiver for standard broadcast
is 540-1600kHz; three shortwave
bands-1750kHz to 4.9HMz to 12.
6MHz, 12.5MHz to 34MHz. Band -
spread is calibrated for 80, 40, 20, 15,
10 meters and Citizens Band. Other
features of the receiver include: RF
stage; variable selectivity (.5-2.5 and
5.0kHz); antenna trimmer to compen-

sate for loading effects of different
types of antennas; separate RF gain
control; a switch controlled automatic
noise limiter for reducing interference;
"S" meter; dual illuminated circular
dials; dual detection system, diode AM
detection and a product detector for
SSB and CW; provision for adding op-
tional 100kHz (HA19) crystal cali-
brator and front panel switch; pre -
marked BFO for sideband selection;
voltage regulated oscillator circuitry;
rear chassis mounted fuse holder;
balanced and unbalanced antenna in-
puts; voltage regulated transformer
operated power supply; provision for
remote receive/transmit control; and
standard 1/4 in. jack for headphone
operation. The front panel controls,
mounted on a two-tone grey and
brushed aluminum panel, include
main tuning, bandspread, RF GAIN,
RAND SELECTOR, calibrate on -off,
ANTENNA trimmer, S -meter, SELEC-
TIVITY, ANL on/off, AUDIO GAIN,

BFO (LSB-CW-USB), FUNCTION

switch and phone jack. Power re-
quirements are 105-125/220v, 50/
60Hz, 85w. Size is 8 x 183/4 x 19
13/ I6in. HWD. Weight is 283A lb.
Net price is $350. Hallicrafters.

COAXIAL CABLE 710
Packaged in paperboard folders
and blister packs

A new line of 10 coaxial cable/
connector assemblies is packaged in a
combination of paperboard folders
and blister packs. Line introduction

includes pretested RF cable assemblies
most used by communications equip-
ment personnel, CB-ers, amateur radio
huffs and general electronics experi-
menters. The assemblies can be se-
lected directly from display fix-
tures in showrooms. The assemblies
include: (I) tarnish -free PL -259
(Amphenol 83-1 SP) connectors on
both ends of RG-58/U type polyfoam
cable in 3, 12, 20, 50, 75 and 100ft
lengths; (2) a 20ft length of RG-
58/ U type polyfoam cable with PL -
259 connector on one end, spade lugs
on the other; (3) Astroplated PL -259
connectors on both ends of RG-8/U
type polyfoam in 50, 75 and 100ft
lengths. Amphenol.

MICROPHONE 711
Unidirectional dynamic
rejects background noise

A unidirectional dynamic cardioid
microphone is introduced. This new
ball -type cardioid microphone, Model

No. 11/125, has dual impedance, ON/
OFF switch and is supplied with 25ft
of cable and holder. The unidirection-
al pickup characteristics are said to
eliminate the problem of microphone
placement. It effectively rejects back-
ground noise and squeal caused by
feedback. A built-in three -stage wind
and pop filter permits "on the mouth"
use without blasting for a clear re-
production during outdoor use. The
transducer is also shock -mounted to
minimize mechanical vibrations caused
by microphone handling. American
Geloso.

RECORDING TAPE 712
Smooth oxide surface assures
increased output, reduced distortion

A professional -quality magnetic re-
cording tape is introduced. "Brand 7"
stands at the top of the line, with a
smoother oxide surface said to result
in increased output, reduced distortion
and better frequency response. Each
reel has green leader tape at the be-

ginning and red at the end. With pre -
spliced aluminum -foil sensing and cue-
ing strips, the tape is ready for use
with automatic stop and reverse -con-
trol recorders and other electronic
sensing devices. The new tape is pack-
aged in color -coded library boxes with
a broad "7" across the face. It is avail-
able in 31/4, 5 and 7in. reels of I and
1.5mil acetate and .5 and 1 mil poly-
ester. There are tensilized, double
play and triple play varieties, listing
from $2.35 for a 5in. reel of 1.5mil
acetate (600ft. playing 30min. at 33/4
ips) to $13 for a 7in. reel of triple -
play polyester (3600ft. playing 180
min. at 33/4 ips). Robins.
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BOOK REVIEWS

TRANSISTORS, A SELF -INSTRUCTIONAL PRO-
GRAMED MANUAL, by Federal Electric Corp., pub-
lished by Prentice -Hall, Inc., $13.95, cloth bound.

This book is different from most of the self -teaching
courses we have seen in recent months. The book is sec-
tioned into seven "parts," each covering a major subject.
Each part contains specific "sets" which deal with a major
idea. The sets are then divided into "frames" which are
considered the working parts of the course. The reader can
work each "frame" in a particular "set" at his own speed.
A set is planned to be the recommended minimum work
requirement. Each frame is actually a statement or ques-
tion with blanks which must be filled in with the correct
answer or key word. The answers are given next to and
just below each frame, placed so the student can cover
the page with a piece of cardboard and slide it down to
reveal the frame only. He fills in the blanks with his an-
swer and can check the given answer against his own.

KNOW YOUR VOM-VTVM, by Joseph A. Risse, pub-
lished by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 160 pages, 51/2 x
81/2 softbound, $3.50.

For the technician, engineer, hobbyist or student, this
book describes the basics of ac -dc circuits and the circuits
used in these test instruments. The first five chapters also
explain how the VOM functions to make various measure-
ments followed by a chapter on VOM maintenance. The
next three chapters do the same job on the VTVM describ-
ing how it works, various probes and also includes a chap-
ter on maintenance. The last chapter gets into the solid-
state electronic VOM with information on several makes.
At the end of each chapter are a series of questions which
the reader can use to help reinforce his learning. The an-
swers are provided at the back of the book. The book is
relatively basic and would probably be of more use to an
electronic student than to an experienced technician or
engineer.

WORKING WITH SEMICONDUCTORS, by Al Saun-
ders, published by TAB Books, Inc., 224 pages, 185 illus-
trations. $7.95 hardbound, $4.95 paperbound.

This book contains 15 chapters which are devoted to
semiconductor theory and application. However, the first
four chapters dealing with theory are done in a manner that
tends to eliminate the boring repetition of complicated
physical structures. It still gets into the makeup of semi-
conductors and explains their operating characteristics,
biasing and the other little goodies we should all know
about. But the diagrams and method of presentation pro-
vide a welcome, light reading approach to the subject mat-
ter. The rest of the 11 chapters probe into the actual cir-
cuit application of various semiconductors including the
FET, Unijunction and zener devices. The last chapter is
devoted entirely to special circuits used in power supplies,
amplifiers, sensors, photo -flash and others. The author
makes good use of practical, illustrative diagrams through-
out the text and they are drawn in a way that makes any
written circuit explanation almost unnecessary. The book
is easy to read and anyone wanting a better understanding
of semiconductors and their operation will find it a worth-
while reference.

HEATH KIT® Regulated
Power Supplies

For Every Application

1-30 VDC
NEW

Kit IP-28

$47"*

 Continuously variable output voltage in two ranges ... 1-10 & 1-30
VDC  Continuously adjustable current limiting in two switch -selected
ranges ... 10-100 mA & 10 mA-1A  Switch -selected metering func-
tion for both output voltage & current  External voltage sensing
compensates for voltage drop across supply leads & reduces variation
at load to less than 20 mV  Floating output for either or - ground 
Standby switch removes voltage from load without disturbing con-
 ections  120 /240 VAC wiring options  All solid-state construction

.4611101011166,114w1

0-400 VDC B+
0-100 VDC C-

Kit IP-17

$59"*
Wired IPW-17

$ 8 9 95*

-15 VDC Kit IP-18 $1Q95*

 Adjustable voltage regulated output from
1-15 VDC  Current limiting adjustable
from 10 mA-500 mA  Continuous output
to 0.5 A  AC and DC Programming  Float-
ing output for either + or - ground 
Good load & line regulation  120 /240
VAC wiring options  Solid-state circuit
board construction  Compact fit -any-
where size  New Heathkit styling

/AMP"
ar,r'

diaLAtAit-
 Regulated B 4- output from 0-400 VDC at 0-100 mA continuous 
Regulated Bias output from 0 to -100 VDC at 1 ma  8.3 and 12.6 AC
filament voltage output  Separate front panel meters for B+ output
voltage and current  Voltmeter can be switched to read Bias output 
Pilot lights indicate which voltage is being monitored  Standby
switch removes voltage from load without disturbing connections
 Handsome Heathkit stylirg

0.5 - 50 VDC
Kit IP-27

$7695*
Wired IPW-27

11995*
 0.5 to 50 VDC output with better than 15 my regulation  Four switch -
selected current ranges ... 50, 150, 500, & 1500 mA  Adjustable current
limiting 30-100% on all ranges  Front panel meter monitors either
output voltage or current  Zener diode reference voltage power supply
 All calibration controls accessible from "outside" the instrument 
All solid-state circuitry with circuit board /wiring harness construction

r

L

H EATH COMPANY, Dept 214
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Please send my FREE Heathkit Catalog.

O Enclosed is $ plus shipping.

Please send mode 4s)

Name

Address

City State lip
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

a Schlumbefget subsidiary

7E-204

JULY 1969
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 COLOR FAX

ADMIRAL
All Recent Tube Type Color Chassis-Color CRT Drive Alignment

All recent tube -type Admiral color chassis are
equipped with "drive pins" for adjusting the picture tube
cathode drive on all three guns. The cathode leads are
yellow with red, green or blue tracers for the respective
picture tube cathodes. There are three different drive levels
which are labeled P for low, N for medium and M for
high drive. if you are unable to get a black and white picture
without a tint with the normal setup procedures, then 'try
different pin combinations.

Experience has shown that it is usually best to start
with the blue and green cathode leads on pin N and the
red cathode lead on M. If you have a residual tint or haze
over the gray areas after normal tracking, you can connect
the leads to a different combination: for example, if you
have a blue haze, move the blue cathode lead to a higher
level tap and readjust the background controls.

All Recent Tube Type Color Chassis-Master Screen Control

The master screen control must not be contused with
a CRT bias or master brightness control; they are entirely
different controls. When tracking, set the master screen
control at 1/3 open to start. When you are nearly finished
with the setup, set the master screen control just below
the point where the blackest blacks begin to wash out.
Finally, reset backgrounds to give the proper maximum
brightness just below blooming. The idea here is to keep
the master screen control as high as possible without
washed-out blacks.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis KE-Open Video Peaking

An open video peaking coil L203, which feeds B+
to the video amplifier tube plate, V6A, may be caused by
a shorted 6AG9 tube.

If L203 opens, the 320v B+ on the cathodes of the

OE L,61e,.,94f

1.202 V6A
cy
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150

11223
36X

+140V

RIO)
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picture tube is reduced to a much lower level, which re-
sults in insufficient bias on the picture tube. This condi-

tion overloads V 16, the high voltage rectifier, which
usually fails. In addition the extra heat may damage the
high voltage rectifier socket and cup.

When encountering an open L203, check the condi-
tion of the HV rectifier and cup.

Color TV Chassis KE-Obscure Problems

The intermittent problem is one of the most difficult
to troubleshoot. A few of those reported to have occurred
infrequently in the KE chassis are listed below. Product

1.901
AUDIO
TAKE OFF

VBC T901 SOUND IF TRANS
v.

T.97%,

+1.7V4Z:

?I

v9A

6?'
SOUND

L41il
be: *.U,

/Est 4419,

+270V

+190V

OPEN OR INTERMITTENT

Service has verified the symptoms and cures and is passing
them along to expedite repairs if these symptoms should
occur. It should be understood, of course, that other
components may also cause the same effects. Problem:
Intermittent slight audio background buzz and distortion.
Correction: Replace C904 (open or intermittent). Prob-

R505R502 VIDE!
R502 10M 1/2 6LT8
270K +140V HORIZ OSC

1
vn
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..1_ 390 __i_ 5000 R 5 0 7 RI 85001(6 40

47K
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47K 1( BOO

+170V3 5%
+270V

2 +140V

C 510'800
+6.9 V
R509
2200
5 %

C511
.01

R510
39K
5%
C5I2

I5%

lem: Intermittent very weak audio and loud buzz. Cor-
rection: Replace C909 (open or intermittent). Problem:
No HV, damper red hot, horizontal frequency very low.
Correction: Replace C507 (open or intermittent). Problem:
Intermittent gear tooth effect, pie -crust or horizontal pull-
ing. Correction: Replace C506 (open or intermittent).

TV Chassis P-Improper Filtering

Troubles that seem to have no source can be difficult
to pinpoint. An interesting case is the effective series resist
ance (ESR) of an electrolytic. All electrolytic have this
characteristic, which is usually of little consequence to the
normal operation of a television receiver. But, we will
examine a P chassis circuit in which this characteristic
is quite critical.

ESR is related to the dissipation factor of electrolytics
and should not be confused with leakage resistance. ESR
is the sum of the resistances encountered in the electrolyte,
leads and foils of the capacitor. This can be visualized as
a resistor in series with the capacitor. In 200Af capacitors,
ESR figures of 212 are not uncommon and generally present
no problem at power line frequencies (60Hz).

Filtering of the l0vdc source in the P chassis is ac -
Continued on page 81
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THE PROFIT -MAKER!

66"

T---

65"

 REBUILDS ANY SIZE ROUND OR RECTANGU-
LAR COLOR PICTURE TUBES . . . AVERAGE
COST PER TUBE $7.80

 REBUILDS ANY SIZE BLACK AND WHITE PIC-
TURE TUBE . . . AVERAGE COST PER TUBE
$1.80

 FREE INSTALLATION AND TRAINING ANY-
WHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

 FREE SUPPLIES FOR REBUILDING YOUR FIRST
50 PICTURE TUBES

 EXTREMELY EASY TO OPERATE
 INCLUDES LAMINATING AND DELAMINAT-

ING EQUIPMENT FOR REBUILDING BLACK
AND WHITE AND COLOR BONDED -FACE
PICTURE TUBES.

 INCLUDES ALL TOOLS FOR REBUILDING
ROUND AND RECTANGULAR COLOR PICTURE
TUBES

 INCLUDES ALL TOOLS FOR REBUILDING
BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE TUBES

AFT 17,1011 114NP147
ANNINIMINMEW

CRT COLOR CHAMPION . . . $2,875.00

C.R.T. Equipment Company, Inc.
2740 Old Lebanon Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37214

Telephone (615) 883-0215

Mail Coupon Today for FREE CATALOG

- IPlccfse Print)

Name

Firm Name

Address

City

State Zip

JULY 1989
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

HIGH -INTENSITY LAMP 713
Eliminates heavy transformer
and hum

A high -intensity lamp without a
transformer, hum and dead-weight is
introduced. A lamp comes in brilliant
colors, with fingertip mobility, a wide
cool -aid shade that dissipates heat and

,2r

reportedly provides two and one-half
times the light area of present lamp
styles. The white concentrated light is
provided by a standard 40S11 bulb
without heat and glare. The bulb is
guaranteed to last 500 hours with
200w illumination. The Model No.
800 "T -Bar" with a 24in. extension
shown is available with a weighted
base for desk or table -top, with C-
clamp, with wall or permanent mount-
ing. Model No. 900 "All -Angle Mo-
bile" extends 24in. and is available
with all four mountings. Springs pro-
vide complete mobility in all direc-
tions, and swivels and bases are die-
cast. Colors available in all lamps are
red, black, brush silver, gold and blue
satin. Bases are heavy chrome and
black vinyl finish. Swing-O-Lite.

TUNER LUBRICANT 714
Employs a built-in
cleansing agent

A tuner spray with a cleansing
lubricant is developed. "Tun -O -Foam"
is a lubricant in which the carbon
has been replaced by a synthetic ele-
ment. The tuner spray reportedly
maintains lubricity from -40°F to
+290°F and it is claimed that it
won't cake or dry out. It is not a
liquid, but a thick foam that clings to
tuner contacts. Along with lubrica-
tion, it provides a cleaning and polish-
ing action. Said to be effective on

,o,Nc, AcTio.

TUN.*
mr0ALLA14,TUNE -

tONIINUOUTI

wat pev.0

silver and gold plated contacts, it is
non-abrasive and will not wear away
thin precious metal platings. Chem-
tronics.

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDER 715
Low priced unit
for B/W or co/or

Announced is a new low priced
"Color Champion," Model 1500. It
is identical to the company's present

line of picture tube rebuilders with
the exception that this unit uses smaller
pumps. The unit comes complete with
all supplies and priced at $2775.00.
Lakeside Industries.

TELEVISION ANALYST 716
Checks UHF and
transistorized TV

Model 1077 television analyst, de-
signed for troubleshooting all types
of television receivers, is announced.
This diagnostic instrument reportedly
offers all the features of the previous
instrument plus the ability to check
UHF and transistorized TV, as well
as VHF and tube -type receivers, both

color and B/W. The instrument uses
the flying spot scanner system and
signal -substitution techniques. Re-
portedly TV signals can be injected
at any time, at any point and the unit
will track down the source of inter-
mittent or general TV troubles, using
the generated test pattern. Features in-
clude: RF outputs at VHF and all

UHF channels; an IF of 2U-48MHz
with 1 kHz cycle audio; outputs for
video, sync, chroma, and audio; low
impedance outputs for analyzing
transistorized circuits, as well as tube -
type; calibrated bias supply; horizontal
and vertical driving signals; outputs
for analyzing the TV sweep section,
transformers and yokes; checks B/
boost and high voltage; has high level
keying pulse for testing AGC and
color circuitry and provides keyed
rainbow color signals for analyzing
color circuitry. An illustrated 108 -
page instruction manual comes with
the unit. Net price is $379.95. B&K.

717
VHF BROAD BAND AMPLIFIER
60db or one volt per channel
on nine channels

A VHF broad band amplifier Model
M-110, which reportedly will deliver
60db or better than one volt per
channel on nine channels, plus full
FM coverage, is available. Using the
Amperex double frame grid 8233 tube

in engineered circuits, this high out-
put has been achieved with a low
inter -modulation figure. All tube cur-
rent is held constant by dc bias
stabilization. With better than one
volt per channel on both low and high
bands, the amplifier will handle long
cable runs and risers making it ideal
for large apartment buildings, hotels
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and hospitals. Monitor points at
-20db are also provided at the
amplifier input and output. List price
of the M-110 is $315. Finney.

ROOF TOWER 718
Base opens like
an umbrella

A 71/2 ft tri-mount roof tower for
installation of multiple antennas on a
single mast is announced. The mast,
integrated into a special triangular

A9.
NEM Dun

TV nt

7', ft.
TRI MOUNT

ROOF TOWER

base assembly, reportedly permits two
or three antennas to be mounted
quickly and securely on this unit. The
mast is made of high carbon, 16
gauge x 11/4 in. o.d., hot -dip, galvanized,
rustproof steel. The one-piece base
assembly opens like an umbrella and
is secured in position with a single
wing nut. The base assembly is secured
to the roof with special double head
annular ring nails. Retail price is
$10.58. South River.

AC MILLIVOLTMETER 719
Reads down to 100µv

Announced is the Model LMV-
87A ac millivoltmeter, a solid-state
instrument that will read down to

100,wv. The meter is designed to mea-
sure ac voltages from the low millivolt
up to 300v over a wide frequency
range. The unit is useful in areas
where hum and noise measurements
are being made. The high input im-
pedance permits connection to sensi-
tive circuits with minimum loading
effects. In addition, it can be used as
a wideband pre -amplifier. Specifica-
tions: Voltage range -1 my to 300v
full scale in 12 ranges. Decibel range
-80 to +52db for Odb+ 1 mv into
600SI; -80 to +50db for Odb at 1 v.

Accuracy-+ or -3 percent full
scale. Bandwidth- ± 1db: 10Hz to
1MHz. Input impedance-IOM: 45pf,

!my to 300mv ranges; 22pf, 1 v to
300v ranges at connector. Amplifier
output-500mv P -P at full scale.
Power Supply -115v 50/60Hz; 1.5va.
Size and Weight -8 x 6 x 3/4 in. 5.5 lb
approx. Price $129. Leader.

TV TUBE BRIGHTENER 720
For miniature base
tubes in portables

A new television tube brightener for
miniature base (7G4) tubes used on
portable TV sets is announced. The
unit has been designated the Model
C-414. It can be used to brighten fad -

ANNOUNCING SPACE AGE

FOAMING ACTION
C-7

0

CLEANS, POLISHES,
& LUBRICATES CONTACTS
EACH TIME CHANNEL

CHANG

SPACE AGE
LUBRICANT

DOESN'T DRY OUT
FOAMS AWAY

DIRT AND CORROSION
TUN -0 -FOAM is a new generation of

tuner sprays. It is not simply a cleaner
with a little residue of lubricant. It is a

space age lubricant that cleans as it lubricates.
(rdinary lubricants are hydrocarbon compounds

which dry out rapidly. TUN -O -FOAM is a space
age lubricant in which the carbon has been

replaced by a rugged, synthetic element. The result
is a long-lasting lubricant capable of withstanding

extremes of temperature and maintaining lubricity over
thousands of channel changes. Thus, no matter how

ho: the chassis runs, TUN -0 -FOAM will not cake up
or dry out. Especially well suited to silver and gold

plated contacts, it is the same type of lubricant used in
today's spacecraft - the finest ingredients ever put into a can.

Each time the tuner is rotated, the contacts are cleaned,
polisher and lubricated. Yet TUN -O -FOAM is non-abrasive.

twill not rear away contacts, and it cannot cause detuning.

TRY TUN -O -FOAM. IT'S GUARANITEED TO BE THE BEST TUNER
LUBRICANT/CLEANER YOU'VE EVER USED OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.

-.qh
HEMTRONIC

1260 RALPH AVENUE BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11236

FOR EXPORT ROBURN AGENCIES INC. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10013
IN CANADA_ PERFECT MP NUFA T.- EANADA
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NEW PRODUCTS

ed pictures on series wired television
sets with 4.5 and 6.3v picture tubes.
Applicable tube numbers include
114P4, 12BFP4, 12BMP4, 12CDP4,

12CFP4, 12CMP4, 12CNP4, 16CFP4,
I6CQP4 and others. The new bright-
ener can be used on ac -operated sets
but not on battery -operated sets em-
ploying a 12v tube. List price is $3.35.
Perma-Power.

SOLDERING TOOL 721
Makes flat pack
removal easy

Introduced is a low cost accessory
tip for the removal and resoldering of
flat packs from printed circuit boards.
The tip assembly, ESK-50, fits the
standard Model W-TCP soldering

tool. Conversion from standard solder-
ing capability to the flat pack assem-
bly is said to take less than a minute.
The basic tool is a thermo-magnetically
temperature controlled device and
reduces the danger of component
damage. The tip spans all seven leads
at once and is non -wettable, thereby
reducing bridging of circuit lands.
Weller.

WIRING TOOL 722
Four -in -one tool

An electrical wiring hand tool is
introduced. Called the "Plike," the
combination four -in -one tool has ser-
rated needlenose plier jaws for grip-

ping, pulling and bending wire; a
crimper orifice for crimping solder -
less terminals; cutting jaws for wire;
and six stripping holes for removing(
insulation from stranded and solid
wire sizes AWG # 12 through 22.
The tool is provided with an insulated,
comfortable hand grip. It is 61/2 in.
long and lists for $2.98. Hunter.

SIGNAL INJECTOR KIT 723
Solid-state unit in
low-priced kit form

A new solid-state signal injector is
available in a low-priced, easily -as-
sembled kit form. The model KG -644,

4

completely portable and self-contained,
includes an insulated test probe and a
battery condition light. A cylinder -
type handle houses the circuit. It is
useful for anyone who works on ra-
dios, audio amplifiers, TV and other
electronics devices. The unit, complete
with batteries, is priced at $4.95. Al-
lied.

HI Fl TAPE 724
Output variance claimed
not more than ± 2db

A line of sensibly priced high
fidelity cassette recording tapes is in-
troduced. Non -jamming and easy -
loading, the Duratape cassette has a

full -frequency range when a constant
input voltage is applied. The cassettes
can be made erasure -proof and each
cassette comes protected in a pre-
formed polyethylene plastic case. The
tape is available by part numbers
which indicate the recording times-
C-30, C-60, C-90 and C -I20. Also
available is a cassette head cleaner,
part CHC, for cleaning all cassette
recording heads. The product is being
introduced with a bonus offer of one
dozen alkaline C batteries free with
each gross of tape cassettes. Mallory.

CONVERTER 725
Unit contains built-in squelch
for noiseless monitoring

A converter designed at the request
of policemen, firemen, pilots, report-
ers, ambulance service, wreckers and
others desiring VHF reception on
their standard broadcast radios is in-
troduced. The unit can be ordered

*T.U.N.AVERTER %mown 11.11...
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with one or two crystals which are ac-
cessible from the front and can be in-
terchanged within the 3 percent fre-
quency range. The converter can be
installed in 6 or 12v vehicles in min-
utes and comes complete with squelch,
coax cable, swinging mount, mounting
screws and instructions. It is 41/2 by 2
by 3in. and comes in light grey. The
price is $39.95 with one crystal and
$44.95 with two crystals. Herbert
Salch.

FLUTTER METERS 726
Separate instruments
indicate drift

Three solid-state units are intro-
duced: two flutter meters and a pre-
cision wave analyzer determining the

frequency of the offending flutter.
Both flutter meters feature separate in-
struments for indications of drift,
which is the deviation from correct
speed, and flutter content in A-- %. The
instruments have self-contained 3150 -
Hz oscillators which permit recording
of the test signal as well as calibration
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of the metering section. Weighted and
unweighted measurements can be
made and both meters feature a
unique input circuit which allows use
of any input level above 30mv without
the necessity for level adjustment. A
relay in the ME -102B unit prevents
erroneous readings from insufficient
input signal levels. The ME -102B also
provides switching between 3000Hz
and 3150Hz to accommodate both in-
ternational and U.S. frequency stan-
dards. Flutter between 1Hz and
315Hz is metered. The companion
ME -301 wave analyzer provides pre-
cision continuous tuning between 1Hz
and 330Hz to facilitate diagnosis of
the source of flutter. Filter steepness
of more than 40db/octave, a self-con-
tained amplifier for loss -free operation
and provision for self -calibration are
features of the unit. Price is: ME -104
$365, ME -102B $460, ME -301 $780.
Gotham.

VOLTAGE ADJUSTER 727
Increases 117v line
voltage to 140v

A new device for the improvement of
color television performance is an-
nounced. The Saturn Model 50-172

is claimed to give lifelike color and
improve clarity and brightness by
correcting low or changing ac line
voltages. The voltage adjuster is in-
stalled on the color television set with
an easy to read edge view meter and
six -position switch to allow the viewer
fingertip control of the ac line volt-
age. Suggested retail price is $26.95.
Terado.

For more information on these

NEW PRODUCTS

See page 83
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INTERNATIONAL MODEL 6000 FREQUENCY METER
measures frequencies 10 khz to 600 mhz with accuracy as close as .000125%

The Model 6000 Modular Frequency Meter will measure
frequencies 10 KHz to 600 MHz with .000125% accuracy.
The wide variety of plug-in oscillator accessories and
range modules makes the Model 6000 adaptable to a
number of jobs in the field and in the laboratory. Port-
able, battery operated with rechargeable batteries.
Model 6000 with 601A charger, less plug-in

modules $195.00

CHARGER

RANGE MODULES (Mixers)
025.00 to 245 00 each

OSCILLATOR MODULES
(Crystal Controlled For
Frequency Measurement)

$30.00 to $90.00 each

For complete information
write International today.

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE  OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102
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ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB INVITES YOU AS PART OF TRIAL MEMBERSHIP TO

Take This Brand -New Book for only 99Fi
SEMICONDUCTORS

Publisher's list Price

$7.95

yours for only 9
with Trial Membership in

Electronic Technician's Book Club.

9c

&pay we send you this unique new book
ni as part of an unusual offer of a Trial
Membership in Electronic Technician's
Book Club?

Now you can have, at your fingertips,
this brand new, up-to-date 256 -page work-
ing guidebook on all types of semiconduc-
tors.

This handsome, hardbound book is in-
dicative of the many other fine offerings
made to Members . . . important books to
read and keep ... volumes with your spe-
cialized interests in mind.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described in
the FREE monthly Club News. Thus, you
are among the first to know about, and to
own if you desire, significant books. You
choose only the main or alternate selection
you wish (or advise if you want no book
at all) by means of a handy form enclosed
with the News. As part of your Trial
Membership, you need purchase as few as
four books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this many
anyway . . . without the substantial sav-
ings offered through Club Membership.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This is just a sample of the help and
generous savings the Club offers you. For
here is a Club devoted exclusively to seek-
ing out only those titles of interest to you
as an electronic technician. Membership in
the Club offers you several advantages:

1. Charter Savings: Semiconductors From
A to Z carries a retail price of $7.95. But
it can be yours for only 99Q with your
Trial Membership.

2. Continuous Savings: The Club guaran-
tees to save you 15(A to 75'4 on all books
offered through the Club News.

3. Wide Selection: Members are annually
offered well over 50 of the new and au-
thoritative books on electronic servicing.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then is an interesting opportu-
nity to enroll on a trial basis . to prove
to yourself, in a short time, the advan-
tages of belonging to Electronic Techni-
cian's Book Club.

To start your Membership on these at-
tractive terms, simply fill out and mail the
Postpaid Trial Membership Coupon today.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not de-
lighted with the book, return it within 10
(lays and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation. We
take all the risk.

SEMICONDUCTORS FROM A YE) Z contains all you need to know about the entire range of
transistors and semiconductors used today. Written in language anyone can understand, this
book explains how various semiconductor devices work and how they are used, with complete
descriptions of all the common and unique circuits used in modern technology. With the wealth
of knowledge incorporated in this book, you'll be eminently qualified to service any type ofsolid-state equipment.

The content begins with a review of how basic semiconductors work, including types and
function, how a transistor conveys a signal, transistor biasing and self -biasing techniques, effects
of temperature on operation, factors limiting transistor frequency response, etc. Succeeding
chapters delve into the mystical arena of field-effect transistors by explaining the differences
between FETs and regular transistors. You'll understand junction FET applications, frequency
response, temperature effects, and the treatment given depletion -type and enhancement -type
MOS FETs in the most down-to-earth explanation you'll ever find.

Considerable attention is given to integrated circuit applications variable -current and con-
stant -current sources, unbalanced differential amplifiers, IC applications in FM and TV re-
ceivers, TV sound circuits, discriminator circuits, and cascade amplifier networks. The use of
varicaps is also covered, as well as unijunction transistors, field-effect diodes, zener diodes, SCR
diodes, 4 -layer diodes, diets, and triacs. The final chapters deal with constant current and volt-
age regulating systems and DC -to -AC -to -DC converters.

CONTENTS: What Is a Semiconductor? - Semiconductor Characteristics - Determining Semi-
conductor Characteristics - Frequency Limitations - Field -Effect Transistors - MOS FETs - The
Tunnel Diode - Tunnel Diode Applications - Integrated Circuits - IC Balanced Differential Am-
plifier - IC Applications in FM Circuits - IC Applications in TV - IC TV Sound Circuits - IC
Time Constants & Cascade Amplifiers - The Varicap - Varicap Applications - Review of Ca-
pacitor & Coil Impedances - Photo -Sensitive and Photo -Emissive Devices - FET Light -Sensitive
Devices - Principles of Optics - Optic -Electronic Couplers - Semiconductors for Power Supples
- Constant -Voltage Transformer - Power Conversion - Filter & Regulators. Index.
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed in The United States

Postage Will Be Paid By

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB

Monterey 2, Pinola Ave's.

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

FIRST

CLASS

Permit No. 9
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.

DO NOT CUT HERE JUST FOLD OVER, SEAL AND MAIL NO STAMP OR ENVELOPE NECESSARY

Send No Money! Simply fill in and mail Trial Membership Coupon Today!

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 1 7 214

Please open my Trial Membership in Electronic Technician's Book Club and send me a copy
of Semiconductors From A to Z (billing me only 99e plus a few cents postage and mailing
expense). If not delighted. I may return the book within 10 days and owe nothing. Other-
wise, to complete my Trial Membership, I agree to purchase at least four additional monthly
selections or alternates during the next 12 months. I have the right to cancel my member-
ship anytime after purchasing these four books.

Name Phone No

Address
NOTE: check if 0 home or 0 business address

City State Zip

Company
T-79

(The Club assumes postage on all prepaid orders. Foreign and Canadian prices 10% higher.)

TNIS ENTIRE FOLD -OVER COUPON FORMS A NO -POSTAGE -REQUIRED BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE
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RCA Facility Training TV Repairmen
Under "Four Cities" Program

Eighty formerly jobless men attend regular classes
and laboratory sessions in the RCA training center in
Newark, N.J. The facility is preparing the men for careers
as TV service technicians.

The center is part of the "Four Cities" program,
which is operated by the RCA Service Co. under a $2.5
million contract with the Dept. of Labor to train 400
of the nation's jobless as television repairmen. RCA is
contributing more than $1 million above the government's
cost to the program.

Newark is one of four cities where training centers
have been established by RCA for an I8 -month program
that includes courses in basic education and social devel-
opment in addition to intensive vocational instruction.
Graduates of the program will eventually be placed with
RCA service branches or other companies.

The other three participating cities are Camden, N.J.,
also with 80 trainees, and Chicago and Los Angeles with
120 each.

The Newark trainees range in age from 18 to 50,
with an average age of 24. A total of 82 percent of the
students are black, 15 percent are Spanish-American and
3 percent are white. Approximately 28 percent have
served in the armed forces.

Recruitment and initial screening of prospective
trainees were conducted by the federally funded Total

Employment and Manpower (TEAM) in Newark and by
the New Jersey State Employment Service. Applicants
were tested and their eligibility determined according to
the U.S. Labor Dept. standards prior to their referral to
the RCA project.

Dudley V. Simms, manager of the Newark center,
said that the trainees become RCA employees upon ac-
ceptance into the program and earn $2 per hour for the
duration of their respective training periods. Simms noted
that the maximum training period for an enrollee is 18
months.

EIA Announces Record January
Consumer Electronics Sales

Based on EIA marketing services department prelimi-
nary sales to dealers figures, the Consumer Products Div.
has announced that television, radio and phonograph cate-
gories all recorded substantial increases over January 1968.

Color television sales of 514,862 sets were the largest
January on record, increasing 26.9 percent over January
1968. Monochrome sales, up 5.7 percent over January
1968, reached 399,298 sets. Total television sales of 914,-
160 sets represented a 16.7 percent increase over January
1968. Portable and table phonograph sales also showed
exceptional growth, registering a 42.5 percent increase over
January 1968, with 315,947 units sold, an all-time January
high. Console sales at 121,134 units registered a 9.8 per-
cent increase to bring January total phonograph sales to
another all-time high of 437,081 units, or 31.6 percent in-
crease over 1968. Automobile radio sales also showed a
significant January increase; 24.2 percent over January
1967. Home radio sales of 691,444 sets represented a 3.0
percent increase over January 1968. Total radio sales of
1,633,253 sets in January was 14.2 percent over 1968.
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If you'd like to get into a
top -paying job, maybe FM
2 -way radio is for you.MILLIONS ARE Each year, more and more
businesses are buying

SPENT TO FIX 2 -way. That means serv-
ice. And service means
money. We can train you2 -WAY RADIOS. to get in on the action.

Our special home study
WHAT'S YOUR course is the place to start.

We teach you FM 2 -way

CUT?
radio servicing,and prepare
you for an FCC license.

III Send me FREE Evaluation
Examination.

LI I Send details on Home Study
Course on FM 2 -way radio
servicing.

Cl Send details on how you can
prepare me for an FCC license.

What's one life to
a guy who thinks

he has nine.
You only have one life to live.
Don't treat it lightly. An-
nual checkups are the first
line of defense against cancer.
It's nice to find out you're as
healthy as you feel. Help
yourself with a checkup. And
others with a check.

American Cancer Society

0

C,',

MOTOROLA
TRAINING INSTITUTE A

1301 Algonquin Road, Schaumburg, III. 60179
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Owners of Color Sets
Relate Experiences

Subscribers to Consumer Reports who own color
television were asked to comment on their sets in the con-
sumer magazine's most recent annual questionnaire.

Responses totaled 90,000. Among the conclusions:
 A color set is more likely to break down than any

other major household appliance.
 Owners are also likely to spend more on repairs

for the average color set than for any other appliance.
 Despite the costs, owners are satisfied, on the whole

with the quality of service available for color TV sets.

Engineer Awarded Patent for
TV High Voltage Regulation

An improved method of regulating the high voltage
produced by line deflection circuitry in cathode ray tube
television monitors and receivers has been patented by
Joel E. Jones, an engineer of Conrac Corp. Jones, technical
director of the Conrac Div. of Conrac Corp., assigned the
patent to the parent company.

According to the patent award, the invention deals
with television systems in which the line deflection of a
cathode ray beam is produced electromagnetically and the
high voltage for accelerating the electron beam is devel-
oped from the flyback voltage pulse produced by the line

deflection circuitry in television monitors and receivers.
The invention solves the problem of ultor high volt-

age from the flyback pulse. In his patent application, he
noted that "the load upon the high voltage power supply
varies with the intensity of the cathode ray beam" and, that
when a scene changes from near black to near white or
when the brightness control is advanced, "the increased
load on the system tends to lower the ultor voltage." The
result of the changing of electron beam velocity alters pic-
ture size and impairs video reception.

Instead of stabilizing the voltage by conventional
dissipative methods, he suggests regulation by auto-
matically varying the amount of energy stored magnet-
ically during the trace time of the cathode ray beam which
is made available for high voltage generation during re-
trace time.

The patent suggests the use of a saturable reactor
with its active winding connected effectively in parallel
with the primary winding of the high voltage transformer.
The control winding of the reactor is supplied with a
control current which increases with the high voltage lead.
The amount of energy stored magnetically in the re-
actance then increases with the load current.

"At least part of the additional stored energy is dis-
charged into the transformer during retrace time," Jones
said, "producing a higher induced voltage in the trans-
former and thereby stabilizing the high voltage input."

CBS Technique To Televise
Color Coverage of Moon Landing

The system which beamed the world's first successful
color television broadcast 28 years ago from New York

Your personal friends at Perma-Power keep
pace with the TV market. It's hard to find

replacement picture tubes for personal
portable TV sets but it's easy to extend the

useful life of the old ones with this new
Vu-Brite. Model C-414 restores like -new
clarity to 4.5 and 6.3 volt CRT's on AC

operated sets. (Briteners aren't effective on
sets equipped for battery operation). Now

available at your distributor 22.00 dealer net.

NEW VU-BRITE
FOR MINIATURE
BASE TUBES ON

PERSONAL
PORTABLE

TV SETS
VU-BRITE
MODEL

C-414
Series Only

For those
and other
4.5 and 6.3
volt tubes

1 1HP4 12CDP4 1 2CNP4
12BFP4 12CFP4 16CFP4
12BMP4 12CMP4 16CQP4

Division of Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation

TejtOtnalLet.- 5740 North Tripp Avenue  Chicago, Illinois 60646

Save Time

on PC Board

Repairs!

MODEL 100A

Melted solder
disappears up
hollow tip
into tube

The EN DECO Desoldering Iron
Removes Soldered Components
in seconds ...without damage!
Endeco melts solder; removes last trace
by vacuum. Leaves terminals and
mounting holes clean. Resolders PC
boards better than regular iron. One -

hand operation. Temperature controlled
for continuous use. Standard tip furn-
ished, 5 other tip sizes. Pays for itself.
$20.65 net. Smaller size available. See
your distributor or write:

4411,,

5149 E. 65th

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Indianapolis, Ind. 46220
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WORLD'S
FINEST

MRITICORE

BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULT1CORF SALES CORP WESTBURY, N Y 11591
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BLUE STUFF, the one that doesn't just
foam and fizzle out - the thick coating
cleans, polishes and re -lubricates each
time the channel is changeo.

TECH Box 949 Amarillo, Texas 79105
Canada: Win. Cohen, MontrealSPRAY Export: Singer Products NYC

City will be used by Apollo astronauts
to relay man's first color telecast from
the moon's surface to a global tele-
vision audience.

The tiny field sequential camera will
transmit color images of the lunar en-
vironment to earth more than 238,000
miles away. It uses a spinning 3.5 in.
disk with the primary colors of red,
green and blue, which rotate rapidly in
a sequential motion to produce images
in their original hues. The field se-
quential system was first developed by
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, president of
CBS Laboratories, a division of Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

Announcement of the plan to tele-
vise the lunar mission in color was
made by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in Houston.
Officials at the NASA Manned Space-
craft Center said that color television
coverage with a field sequential system
is expected during the Apollo flights
this year. The color coverage from a
manned spacecraft marks a space first,
they added.

Ordinary color television systems
require intensive light sources to relay
distinguishable color images for home
viewing.

The field sequential technique
planned for the moon telecast requires
approximately one-third as many com-
ponents as a standard color television
camera, Dr. Goldmark said. The cam-
era can be used with only one televi-
sion broadcast tube and there is no
problem of color registration. Color
information is transmitted as the color
filters on the spinning disk pass in
front of the tube in sequence.

A complete image is sent first in
red, then in blue, then in green. The
human eye's persistence of vision pro-
vides the complete color picture, Dr.
Goldmark explained.

As the information is beamed,
ground stations on earth equipped
with electronic devices will pick up
the signal in its sequential form. A
magnetic disk with scanning converter
will process the signals into a form
suitable for standard television trans-
mission techniques for telecast by all
major networks to home receivers.

There is a better than 50-50 chance
that the descent of two Apollo 10 as-
tronauts toward the moon will be seen
on home television in live color,
NASA officials said.

MOVING? BE SURE

TO LET US KNOW

YOUR NEW ADDRESS.

INTRODUCING

The Ultimate In

Tuner Washes..

FOR

CLEANS

DEGREA

BLUE SHOWER washes and degreases all
tuners-safely and quicxly because BLUE
SHOWER is 30% mcre powerful than
other cleaners of this type -- literally
floods away the cirt and contamination
that caused tuner drift and trouble for
you. BLUE SHOWER leaves no residue
and can't contamirtate even the most sen-
sitive parts of the tuner such as neutraliz-
ing and RF coins. After using BLUE
SHOWER we recommend treating the
contacts with BLUE STUFF FOR TUN-
ERS which will clean the contacts each
time the channel 1s Clanged.

SPECIAL INTFODUCTORY OFFER
Buy 1 can of BLUE SHOWER
and 1 car, of BLUE STUFF

and get a second can of
BLUE STUFF FREE
Offer good for a limited time at
participatinc jcbbers everywhere

TECH 949 Amarillo, Texas 79105
Wm. Cohen, MontrealSPRAY 1,por: Singer Products NYC
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COLOR BAR ...
continued from page 50

prevents any manufacturer from using them in
a color generator at this time. This particular manu-
facturer admitted, however, that with the rapid
changes in the state-of-the-art, IC circuits may
soon become practical.

Another manufacturer said that IC circuits are
not magic and would create more problems than
they would solve. He added that these devices
will only be used when they can compete with dis-
crete components in performance and price. The
remainder of the responding companies said IC
circuits will be more popular in the near future
and will act to improve stability, size and reliability --
but not necessarily the cost of the instrument.
Conclusion:

The questions and answers presented in this
article may not solve all the problems of what to
buy in a color bar generator, but the replies do
indicate that manufacturers are concerned about
test instrument reliability and that the technician
or service shop gets the most for the money. Many
of the manufacturers have different views on what
makes a stable, reliable instrument, but all agree
that these are of prime importance to the user.
After all, these companies are in a competitive
field and they can't disagree on too many points
or be drastically different from their competition.
They all have a common battleground: providing
the best instruments possible to make servicing
more profitable. As the beginning of this article
pointed out, color TV sales are climbing and the
number of technicians dropping. To bridge this
gap, you have to make more efficient use of ser-
vice time. The only way you can do that is with
test instruments which will aid in quick and ac-
curate isolation of circuit malfunctions.

You may obtain additional information on color
generators by writing to any of the companies
listed at the end of this article. We express our
appreciation to these manufacturers for their co-
operation in answering our questions. 

HYBRID ...
continued from page 54

L -R assembly, the primary one being a defective
cathode follower tube or some component in that
circuit. It takes very little current drain to des-
troy a 1/2w resistor. The little 27µ11 choke may
or may not be damaged and in some cases it will
open while the resistor shows no sign of overheat-
ing. The blanking diode is rarely harmed under
these conditions because the RC components will
block any de current flow through it.

RETRACE LINES

Once in awhile a blanking diode will fail and cause
excessive retrace lines to appear on the CRT screen.

The first time this symptom showed up we sus-
pected a possible picture tube defect, but a thor-
ough CRT check and connecting the chassis to a
test jig proved this analysis to be in error.

As we reviewed the symptom, three things ap-
peared to have caused the retrace lines: (1) The
CRT screens had been set too high, causing bloom-
ing whenever the brightness or contrast controls
were increased. (2) The picture was badly smeared
and as unusual as it was to visualize, the chroma
information on the CRT was not affected. This
narrowed the problem to the luminance circuitry,
thus eliminating everything preceding chroma
take -off. (3) Eventually, this brought us to the blank-
ing diode which we found to be shorted.

It is possible to erroneously increase the screens
in the new CRT's to overcome smearing that can
cause blooming.

When the blanking diode shorts out we lose the
"switch -off" function. Luminance information con-
tinues to be received from the delay line. At the
same time the video output stage is no longer cut
off during retrace time, leaving the beam current
active in the CRT. With the normal blanking pulses
arriving on schedule and a continued flow to video
information being applied to the grid of the "Y"
amplifier, we have both smear and excessive re-
trace lines.

OPEN DIODE
The symptoms here are not quite the same as

when the blanking diode shorts out. When the
diode opens, we can still have blanking pulses ar-
riving on time, but the video output stage remains
in a semi cut-off condition because we have lost
the "switching" action. However, there is no lu-
minance information coming out of the delay line
because it has been cut off by the open diode. By
turning up the contrast control, a smeared image
of a luminance picture may appear on the CRT.
But brightness will be low and if there is chroma
information, the black and white component will
not be seen as it is only capacitively "leaking"
through the open diode. A signal generator or a
black and white program can be used to analyze
this sympton.

Caution should be exercised when any of these
conditions appear on the CRT. The retrace and
smearing symptom can also be induced by setting
the CRT screens too high. Technicians who are
not familiar with the new types of CRTs should
take time to study their characteristics. Older color
tubes did not require a red drive control because
the phosphors were not overly sensitive and the
red gun was usually driven harder than the green
and blue, which is not true anymore. If the receiver
that you are working on has two red controls on
the rear apron, the CRT is the new phosphor type.
The setup procedure differs. Use the manufactur-
er's recommended procedure and save yourself
problems. 
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BULLETINS

MATV Specifications Guide 400

A 37 -page guide for architects and
engineers who plan master antenna
television (MATV) systems is avail-
able. The guide includes recommend-
ed minimum specifications for equip-
ment and signal levels at all points of
MATV systems. Also included are
step-by-step procedures that should be
followed in balancing an MATV sys-
tem and in proving its satisfactory per-
formance. Minimum specifications for
each component of a system are listed.
Discussed in a special addendum are
specifications for long -line, CATV-
type equipment that might be needed
for an extensive MATV system. The
guide also suggests important stipula-
tions to be inserted in contracts for the
construction and maintenance of
MATV systems. Jerrold.

401
Electronic and Electrical Books

A 16 -page catalog describes over
100 current and forthcoming books in
the following subject areas: broadcast-
ing; basic technology; CATV; electric
motors; electronic engineering; refer-
ence; television, radio and electronics
servicing; audio and Hi Fi; hobby and
experiment; test instruments and tran-
sistors. Among the books featured is
the recently introduced "Popular Tube
Transistor Substitution Guide." Sched-
uled for publication is "RCA Color
TV Service Manual," complete with
schematic diagrams and troubleshoot-
ing data for 23 models. TAB.

Program Center 402

A new eight -page full -color bro-
chure illustrating a line of home en-
tertainment program centers is avail-
able. The new literature provides
specifications for each of the 12 home
distribution amplifiers designed for
city and suburban areas and fringe
and weak signal areas. Also illustrated
and described are several new kits
which expand a four -outlet coaxial
cable system or a four -outlet 300t1
system into eight -outlet systems. JFD.

Electronic Importer and 403
Distributor List

The Japan Light Machinery, Elec-
tronics Div. announces the availability
of an importer and distributor list by
writing to Information Centre, 437
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. This list
is free, and contains 26 pages of over
200 names and addresses.

Who'll be first?

It could be us. We're getting there
...working our way up...because
we put quality first. We're already
the leading independent tube
manufacturer serving independent
servicemen.

You see, ever since Raytheon
produced the first receiving tube,
we've made tubes to just one speci-
fication: our own highest quality
standards. Every tube must pass
rigorous electrical and mechanical
checks before we sell it to you.

That's why you rarely-if ever-
get a call-back because of Raytheon
receiving tubes. It's also why we've
sold more than 500 million tubes.
And why Raytheon is universally
regarded as the No. 1 supplier of
reliable receiving tubes.

Who knows? If we keep on put-

ting quality first, we could become
the largest supplier! Especially if
you keep on backing us by asking
for "Raytheon quality" receiving
tubes.

Why not? You earn greater cus-
tomer satisfaction...make more
profit per tube. Ask your distributor
about the current Raytheon pro-
motion.

Raytheon Company, Receiving
Tube Operation, Fourth Avenue,
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803.

RAYTHEON

Remember to ask
"WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?"
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Cable and Connectors 404

A new 18 -page catalog lists thou-
sands of individual connectors,
sockets and switches plus a new line
of 10 coaxial cable/connector assem-
blies. The publication also features
new sections on the company's popular
131 Series precision and 5116 Series
Subminax RF connectors. Also in-

cluded are tube sockets, relay sockets,
test jacks, microphone connectors,
home and industrial type ac plugs
and receptacles plus coaxial connec-
tors and switches. Photographs, line
drawings, electrical characteristics
and mechanical specifications are pro-
vided for each. Amphenol.

Communication Accessories 405

A 26 -page brochure, entitled
Motorola Radio Communication Ac-
cessories-Complete Base and Mobile
Equipment, is available. The brochure
describes the company's line of ac -

If You're A Hand Tool "Crank"

You're Our Boy

Definition of a hand tool "Crank": a good
mechanic - professional or otherwise - who
knows good tools and won't tolerate any other
kind.
Definition of Channellock: hand tools designed
and made specifically for hand tool "Cranks."
Fine polished, highest quality drop -forged steel,
precision machined, smooth working moving

parts, hand honed cutting edges ... just a few
of the distinguishing Channellock features that
not only satisfy but please hand tool "Cranks."
Next time you buy hand tools, be a "Crank" -
specify Channellock (look for the trademark
on the handle) ... You'll be glad you did. Let
us send you our catalog, no charge.

TOOLS BY

CHANNEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA

cessory equipment designed to give
added flexibility in the expansion of
Motorola radio systems. Motorola.

Test Accessories 406

A 52 -page catalog now contains 375
products -78 of which are new to
the line this year. Featured are a se-
ries of shielded "Black Boxes" slotted
to accept circuit boards, a coaxial
adapter, push -on coaxial cables, an
ac high voltage probe with built-in
voltmeter and a series of standard
and miniature unmounted banana
plugs and jack hardware. The cata-
log provides complete engineering in-
formation on all items, including
product photographs, dimension draw-
ings and schematics. It also illustrates
and describes many typical applica-
tions with additional information help-
ful to design and test engineering
personnel. Pomona.

Knobs 407

A 20 -page catalog lists the com-
plete line of standard, off -the -shelf
instrument and control knobs, includ-
ing 35 new design entries. The catalog,
intended for designers and knob
specifiers in electronics, appliance and
other OEM fields, lists hundreds of
knobs, dials and assemblies available
from stock tooling for commercial
and military applications. Kurz-Kasch.

Switches 408

A 20 -page catalog is released fea-
turing an expanded line of miniature
electronic switches and keyboard as-
semblies. The toggle switches are
available in five complete lines which
include the 5a standard series, 6a se-
ries, waterproof series, 15/32 in. bush-
ing series and locking toggle series.
SPDT, DPDT, 3PDT and 4PDT con-
figurations are available in each group.
Reed actuated keyboard assemblies
come in four standard stock models.
The catalog describes each product
group in detail and lists electrical spe-
cifications, dimensions, drawings and
prices. Alco.

409
Cassette and Audio Accessories

A 24 -page illustrated consumer cat-
alog describes magnetic recording tape
and audio accessories. The catalog is
available to dealers who can offer
copies to customers for mail-order use
or simply as a home -audio inventory
and check list. The catalog fits into a
business envelope for mailing, or may
be carried in purse or pocket. Prod-
ucts listed range from cassette and
reel-to-reel tape, to devices for editing,
mailing and storing as well as items
for the care of recorder -reproducers
and phonographs. Robins.
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COLORFAX

Continued from page 68
complished by C402C, a 2004 70v electrolytic. In some
sets where the ESR goes above 2SZ, some strange symptoms
develop: picture contrast may vary from left to right
(left being washed out, right being high contrast). Hori-
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CHECK CAPACITOR

zontal tearing, vertical jitter and singing horizontal out-
put transformers may also occur.

The troubleshooting procedure can be either wave-
form analysis using an oscilloscope, or bridging of the 10v
line with a known good 200,uf electrolytic. The VHF tuner
10v input terminal is a convenient test point. The
oscilloscope pattern of a good electrolytic will show a
0.5v neg spike with a repetition rate of 15.75kHz. A de-
fective unit will show something resembling a distorted
15.75kHz sinewave. As little as 0.3v P -P of this 15.75kHz
sinewave component can cause problems in the picture.
It is a good practice to bridge the replacement capacitor
(ES31X7) into the circuit before removing the original
unit to make sure the new unit will function satisfactorily.

Replacement with a new electrolytic capacitor will
normally cure the problem.

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis T924-'In Cabinet' AFPC Alignment

AFPC alignment can be accomplished in the T924
chassis without removing the chassis from the cabinet. The
accompanying illustration of the chroma board points out
the location of three connecting points (available from the
top of the chassis), which are electrically equivalent to
the alignment points listed in the service manual. They are
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as follows: R735-V706B-Pin 2, R745-V706A-Pin 9, C747 -
T703 -Pin 3.

Procedure: (I) Disconnect the chassis from the power
source. (2) Connect a long clip lead to each of the three
indicated points. Use leads which are sufficiently long to
hang over the back of the chassis without shorting. Identify
each lead so that its connecting point can readily be deter-
mined. (3) Insert tuning tools into T702 and T703, and
leave them in place throughout adjustment procedure.
(4) Set a long insulated screwdriver in place on C743.
(5) Connect the chassis to the power source through an
isolation transformer. (6) Complete the AFPC alignment
as described in the service manual, using the installed clip
leads as test points. (7) Disconnect the chassis from the
power source before removing the clip leads and tuning
tools.

OLYMPIC
Color TV Chassis CT-911-Sensitivity Improvement

The sensitivity of this model can be improved for
fringe operation by performing the following adjustments:
( I ) Preset contrast control to mid range. (2) Adjust
brightness for normal viewing. (3) Adjust AGC control
clockwise for best signal-to-noise ratio, while observing
for overload on strongest local signal. (4) If luminance
tends to overdrive on strong signal, tube V8 can be re-
placed with an 8JV8 which will effectively reduce contrast
level.

Color TV Chassis CTC19/21/31-Intermittent Color

Some of these late production chassis may exhibit
intermittent color which is occasionally aggravated by a
vibrating or flexing chroma board. Inspecting tube socket
V703 may reveal that resistor R746 is shorting against
capacitor C724 due to a shift in the position of the spaghetti
insulation. Relocate R746 to provide sufficient clearance.

Color 7V Chassis CfC20/30-Dark Lines at Left Side of Raster

Ringing bars appearing as three or four dark vertical
lines may show up at the left side of the raster in CTC
20/30 color chassis.

The following horizontal output circuit changes will
offer relief from this condition.

1. Add a 150pf 3kv capacitor in series with a 1.5K
1/2w resistor between pin #6 of JI06 and chassis gr,,,ind.
2. Add a second identical RC network connected to shunt
control RV -102.

SENCORE."
continued from page 56

receiver should be performed with a sweep sig-
nal. If the receiver is a monophonic type, the 10.7
crystal signal from the jack may be used.

An external marker si final may be used with
the generator to provide a marker point other than
the one s found on the front panel. The sigo al from
the marker generator is connected to th, siM152
through the external marker jack on t.,,, front
panel. To use this ,,,ovision, couple a signal ato the
external marker ,Ack and depress the external
marker button on the right side of the front panel.
The external marker frequency will now appear as
a regular marker on the response curve.

As the technician becomes more experienced
in its use and features, he will likely develop other
applications for the instrument. 
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Newcomb's finest, the Custom K
Series is the climax of 30 years
devoted to developing and producing
the very best public address ampli-
fiers. You quickly and simply get the
combination of channels and power
you need. A power output module is
dropped into either a front-end or
booster chassis. Two electrical plug-
in connections; no soldering. Put a
cover over the top or insert the
chassis in a rack mount. You can
plug in a transistorized VU meter
accessory which has a sensitivity
control and monitor jack for crystal
headphones. The 4 -channel models
have provisions for a remote control
accessory. There are 3 power ampli-
fier modules: 40, 60, and 125 watts,
and a power supply when you want
to use a front end as a mixer -
preamplifier only. There are three
preamplifier modules: 3, 4, and 5
channels, and a chassis for making
a booster amplifier out of any of the
output modules. All in all, only 14
components permit 70 combinations.
Performance is superb. Frequency
response is 1 db 20-20,000 cps;
distortion is extremely low. Custom
K amplifiers run remarkably cool.
Easy -to -trace, easy -to -service vacuum
tube construction is used through-
out. Colors are soft shades of
gray -green. Write for Catalog K-15.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. ET -7

12881 Bradley Ave.
Sylmar, California 91342
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Bestselling
books

of lasting
interest

LET'S GET WELL
by Adelle Doris. A noted nutri-
tionist tells how to restore health
through proper diet. $1.50

THE HARCOURT BRACE
INTERMEDIATE DICTIONARY
More than -16,000 entries, over
1,300 illustrations in a com-
pletely new dictionary for young
readers. $7.50

THE NEW GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
COOKBOOK
America's favorite cookbook,
over 3,500 recipes tested by the
Good IIousekeeping Institute.
Profusely illustrated. $7.50

PRESCRIPTION: LAUGHTER
AN ANTHOLOGY OF
MEDICAL MERRIMENT
Edited by William Adler. Spar-
kling samples of medical humor
by such wits as George Bernard
Shaw, Art Buchwald, Jean Kerr,
and S. J. Perelman. Illustrated.

$4.50

COMPLETE POEMS
by Carl Sandburg. Pulitzer Prize
winner for Poetry, six complete
books in one: Chicago Poems,
Cornhuskers, Smoke and Steel,
Slabs of the Sunburnt West,
Good Morning, America, and
The People, Yes. $9.50

Order from
HARCOURT, BRACE & WORLD
BOOKSTORE
757 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
Please send me the following books:
Check or money order enclosed

Name

Address

IMO

City State Zone
Please add local city and state sales tax.

.11
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On a color TV Service Call...
GO BY THE BOOK!

Speed up your trouble -shooting and
routine service adjustments on 15
makes of 1967 and 1968 model color
TV sets with this remarkable book.
All the data you usually need on a
color service call is right here. Just
look up the chassis number of the

set you're working on in the Chassis
Index and you'll be guided to the
proper sections of the Handbook.
Chassis layouts...purity and con-
vergence adjustments...and so
much more...you'll find it indis-
pensable for servicing color sets of

recent make. The RCA Color TV
Service Handbook (1A1759) is avail-
able from your local RCA Tube
Distributor. RCA Electronic Com-
ponents, Harrison, N. J.

RCA




